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Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Murray
Our good friend Mr. James-a-Curd
says that George
Washington was born on
February 22. And just in case
we did not know what George
Washington looks like, he sends
us a one dollar bill.
Mr. Curd also sends us an
original poem which goes as
follow
George W t1hib W a b "Cr
Little man.
He always told the truth: -Dad told him
when his birthday was,
When he was but a youth.
But honest days are past gout._
Today is but a vapor.
Some things you read about.
• -today
paper.
_Are-not even worth
There you are Mr. Curd.

.

Buddy Ferguson comes
yesterday with a map and
shows us the source of the Nile. •
It begins just below or around
Rwanda. We look at the map
and it shows the Nile is made up
of the Albert Nile which comes
out of Lake Albert, the Blue Nile
and the White Nile.

CHARLIE MCNUTT'S Sawmill,located near Sugar Creek in Calloway County, is shown hi the year 117.The two small boys sitting
by the boiler are Lelan and Alvis McNutt. Behind the boiler are Robert Owen and Melvin Lawrence. Others in the picture are Lexie
McNutt, Walter Buchanan, Charley McNutt, Lee Holland, Cleave Wells, Conrad Buchanan, Jim Lawrence, Jack Owen, and Iverson
Owen.The lead steers are Tom and Charley and the Wheel steers are Jim and Pide. The picture, property of Mrs. Trellis McCuiston,
niece of Charley McNutt, was made by Lassiter's Studio in Murray in 1907.

Retired Ambassador Jones Speaks
Of Diplomatic Service At Meet
The Murray Business and
Professional Women's Club met
at the Murray Woman's Club
house Thursday, February 17 at
6:30 p.m. for the regular dinner
meeting.
Marshal Jones, United States
Ambassador retired, was the
Main speaker of the evening. He
told the women a little about hia
many experiences during his 5
years in the diplomatic service.
He also talked about the great
number of new nathins that
have come in existence since
World War II, and something of
the role of the United States has
played in helping these countries. Jones concluded by telling
the group that "one out of
twenty people in the world is

We've been watching this TV
Pfogram Sear&
and they beat around the bush
so mUch and keep you in
suspense. Thanks Buddy. We
can now enjoy the other two
programs knowing full well
where the Nile begins.

HONOLULU (AP) - PresiThe presidential party leaves
dent Nixon, boning up on China today for Guam.
as he prepared to take off toZiegler said diplomatic relaBig argument over the day on the second leg of his tions between the United States
legalizing of Marijuana . wilit-Ao_urPtY, cautioned again that_and China are not to be expected after this short trip. The
folks saying it's no worse than 111,quick lebetIMIS ttt
whiskey. This is pure fantasy, of, 4 rile arobl_eme, MAW he eits,* point has to be made, he WO
pectel.
newsmen, that there are wide
course. The difference in any
Presidential press secretary' differences between the United
narcotic and whiskey is that
many people can drink whiskey Ronald L. Ziegler said Friday Sates and China. "They cannot
and never become an alcoholic. that next week's meetings with, be swept away after one week
A relatively few people become China's leaders will be "only a of talks," he said. "But they
alcoholics of all those who start of the process of commu- can begin the process."
He said the President had in
drink. With any narcotic the nications."
He said that although the trip mind establishing "an ongoing
possibility of getting "hooked"
to China itself was significant, communications belt," a phrase
as'just about 100 per cent.
the results may be reflected in used in briefing congressmen
years to come.
.
before leaving Washington.
Ziegler would not say what
Continued use of Marijuana can
form this might take.
cause brain damage,can lead to
The talks will center on bilaother drugs, and worst of all is,
teral questions and not include
no one really knows what a long
third country matters, the
time use of this drug will acRev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
press secretary emphasized. minister of the First Baptist
tually do.
But he added, "The agenda is
Bro. Athens Clay Pullias, flexible and will be determined Church, will be speaking at both
the 10:45 a.m. and five p.m.
president of David Lipscomb after we get to China."
SYKES NOW REALTOR
services
of the church.-on
Buddy Sykes, who has been College, Nashville, Tenn., will
After an 'overnight stop in Sunday,
February 20.
an associate at Guy Spann be the guest speaker at the 10:40 Guam to allow members to beChoral worship for the
Realty, has become a realtor, a.m. worship service on Sun- come further adjusted to time
morning service will be
sm. according to Guy Spann, owner day, February 20, at the changes, the presidential party
Seventh and Poplar Church of
of the firm.
will leave Sunday for China and "Whosoever Will May Come"
Christ.
arrive in Peking Monday-Sun- by the Adult Choir, directed by
W.R. Howard, minister of
The guest speaker will have day night U.S. time.
as his sermon topic, "The
There was speculation Nixon music.
During the morning worship
would meet with Chairman
Mao Tse-tung on the second service a special love offering
day of the talks in Peking as for the late Miss Lillian Watters
, Jackson Purchase
who served as organist for the
(Continued on Page Eight)
Clear to partly cloudy today
church from 1943 to 1966 will be
through Sunday. Colder today
taken. She died February 3
and tonight. Continued cold
following a four months illness.
Sunday. Highs today mid 30s.
At the evening service special
Low tonight 18 to 24. Highs Sunmusic will be by a ladies Trio
day around 40. Monday, inThe annual Jefferson-Jackson composed of Mrs. Larry
creasing cloudiness and warmheld Mayfield, Mrs. Ray Moore, and
dinner will be
Day
er. Prulwbilities of measurable
February 26, at seven Mrs. W.J. Pitman with special
Saturday,
precipitation near zero per cent
p.m. Eastern Standard Time at solo parts by Bro. Howard for
both today and tonit1llt and
Capitol Plaza in Frankfort. the songs,"What A Friend" and
the
again Sunday.
This is a special fund raising "The Ninety and Nine". Miss
benefit. Tickets are avaialabe Pam Rudd, pianist, will acKentucky
by contacting Z.C. Enix or company the trio and soloist
Considerable cloudiness cen. Brelter is chqrch
Mary Jane Littleton.
tral and east today with occaorganist.
sional snow flurries continuing
Following the evening woreast portion tonight. Partly
'ship service the Woman's
west
today.
Fair
cloudy west
4--,
Missionary Union of the church
and central portion tonight. Quality of Life". Gene 111Cwill have its WMU Focus Week
Decreasing cloudiness east Sun- Dougal will read the scripture
observance in the fellowship
west
day and continued fair
from I Peter 3:10-15 and
hall of the church. During this
and central portion. Cold prayers will be led by Joe
Sanderson, hour all families of the church
Rev. John
through Sunday with slight Garland
Tommy son
end
Mrs. are invited to see Mils and
of Mr. and
warming west Sunday after- Carraway.
Voris Sanderson of Murray, slides of home missions work,
noon. Highs today upper 20s to
Bro. Pullias was appointed to now on furlough from his and to see other related features
mid 3. 'LOWS' tonight teens the David Lipscomb faculty in ,
mission work in Trinidad, will of the various organizations of
east In hied 20s west. Highs 1934 where he served as in-'
be one of the featured speakers the WMU.Refreshments will be
Sunday in the 30s.
geography, at the Royal Ambassador served.
structor
in
sociology, business law, and Congress to be held at the First
Mrs. Eugene Tarry, WMU
Extended Outlook Monday Bible, head of the Department Baptist Church, Eddyville, on
director, invites the public to
through Wednesday:
of Bible, executive assistant, MondiY,February 21, from 4:45 attend. Mrs. Edgar Shirley is
Scattered showers Monday and vice-president before
p.m. to 8:20 p.m.
president of the Baptist Women,
and Tuesday becoming partly becoming president of the
A hotdog supper will be Mrs. John Belt of the Baptist
cloudy Wednesday. Warm Mon- college in 1946.
served at 6:10.m. with the cost Young Women, Mrs. Stedman
day and Tuesday becoming
He has been an evangelist for
of thirty-five cents per person. Baker of the Acteens, Mr!. Earl
colder Wednesday. Highs in the Churches of Christ since 1926
This is for all boys, whether Warlord of the Girls In Action,
50s until lowering into the and has served as minister of
active RA's or not,
. Odelle V,since of
Middle and upper 40s Wednes- the Bridgeport, Ala. church
the, Wood Biver Bulletin, Mission Friends. • ---- •
day. Lows will rise from the from 1931-34 and the Charlotte
published by Rev.. Earl WarSunday School will be at 9:30
upper 20s and low 30s Monday ,Avemie Church in Nashville
fOrd, missionary for the a.m.-and Church Tra
at six
to thelow 410sTueselarand
èriillO ill? 30s Weanesday.

Bro. Pullias Is
Church Speaker

Lillian Watters'
Love Offering To
Be Taken On Sunday

lucky enough to be born as an
Ainerican,"Mr. and Mrs. Joe Doran, well
known ' local musicians, entertained with a number --of
patriotic songs. The membership joined in singing
"America the Beautiful". The
Dorans closed their program by
having the members stand in
prayer while they sang "The
Star Spangled Banner".
The meeting was opened with
* prayer, asking for world
peace, led by Mrs. Vernon
Nance, vice-president.
Mrs. Hoyt Roberts, president,
presided. The World Affairs
group composed of Mrs. Bill
Hale, Mrs. Clifford Farris, and
Mies Ruth Lassiter were in
charge of arrangements.
Other visitors for the meeting
were Mrs. Marshal Jones, Mrs.
WC.Tog&Xatiutta-Ga.;-Mrs.
J.C. Brown, Covington, and
Mrs. Homer Barton, Columbus,
Ohio. The last three guests of
Mrs. Bea Hughes.

t tnt
FRANKFORT, Ky. t
9a
The always hot issue of day- committee system.
The-bitl, which row could
light'Savings time has-found-itself before the Kentucky House cotne up for a vote on the
again after an unusual move House floor next Thursday,
circumventing a hostile com- would shorten the period of
daylight saving time in Kenmittee.
The House voted 54-29 Friday tucky to the summer months
to take such a bill away from between Memorial Day and Lacommittee and give it the first bor Day. Under the Uniform
of three required three read- Time Act, Kentucky now is on
ings which has the same effect daylight time from-the last
.as_thibill's being favorably re-,__SiledaY in April to the lest Sanported out of committee. Such cUY-in-DZIWer, a period of six
.
a move rarely is successful in months..
In another controversy Frithe General Assembly because
day, the House passed a bill allowing counties having first or
second class cities to sell liquor
by the drink on Sunday, if such
sales are first approved on in a
local option election.
The.Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Leading
the fight
to
est
g ayr-take the DST bill away from
dnits
Thre
n witlilnhgolo
As:
m notchilaytiornee
, the House State Government
February 22, at 1:45 p.m, in the committee was Raj,. Destef,
--k`hool lunch room.
Wright, -Ft-Louise, who was
Mrs. Don Paschall will give the main sponsor of the measthe devotion and a special in- ure. It had been co-sponsored
vitation has been extended to all by 50 other House members. _
past presidents to attend this
Rep. Richard Lewis, D-Bentspecial Founders Day program. on, chairman of the committee
Hostesses for the social hour involved, said it was useless to
will be the mothers of Mrs. take up the bill because a state
Alice Humplarey's third grade could not diverge from the fedclass.
eral time act in that manner.
The president, Mrs. Rudy That federal law says all states
Lovett, urges all parents and will observe Daylight time
interested persons to attend.
from April to October unless it

kirksey PTA Plans
Meeting On Tuesday

Four Persons Injured In Two.Car
Collision On South 12th Street

by
A two car collision on South Ford four door owned
Loman Parrish and driven by
12th Street has resulted in the
Injury of four persons, ac- Danny Ed Parrish of Murray
cording to the report filed by the Route Six, and a 1966 OldInvestigating officers of the smobile four door driven by Ann
Williams Carter of 809 North
Murray Police Department.
Officials in the nursing office 161.h Street, Murray. Chatelain
of the Murray-Calloway County and Coomer were passengers.
Hospital, said the following
The police report said Mrs.
persons were treated and Carter was going south on South
12th Street in the left hand lane
released:
Civic Music Members
of traffic and was stopped
-Ann Williams
waiting* to make a left turn.
May Attend Opera Sunday cervical sprain.
Parrish, also going south
-Danny Ed Parrish, facial in the left lane, said he did not
Members of the Murray Civic lacerations.
see the Carter car stopped and
Music Association may attend
Chatelain, niinor
the opera by the Paducah Civic facial lacerations and bruises. skidded sixty-eight feet before
hitting_the Oldsmobile, acMusic Association on Sunday,
-1,odoska Coomer, fractured cording to the police report.
February 20, at 2:30 p.m. at the arm and fractured nose.
Damage to the_Eurd-seas on
Tilghman
High
School
Cars involved in the collision the, front end and to the
auditorium.
The presentation is "Orpheus at 8:30 p.m. Firday were a 1963 Oldsmobile on the back end.
In The Underworld", an opera
by the Canadian Opera Company. Murray members may
attend by presenting their
membership card.

Restraining Order
Continued By Judge
restraining
A temporary
order has been continued until
March 2 preventing Murray
State University officials from
suspending four students accused of disrupting an alumni
luncheon.
Federal Court Judge Charles
Allen signed the restraining
order Feb. 4 after the students
filed suit alleging their civil
rights had been violated. ,
The
four students were
suspended for the present
university
semester by the
for
Board
Disciplinary
Nov. •
disrupting
a
homecoming luncheon on
campus. They were given an
appeal hearing earlier this
month before the board of
regents.
All four students are members of the Murray State Black
Student Union, the group that
organized the protest. The four
are James J. Mapp of Chattanooga, Tenn.,, Michael Lowry
of Madison.ville„ Ulysses
Parker of Louisville.and James
Van Leer of Madisonville. They
are back in school pending the
on me ollW suit.-

exempts the enttrt
the law altogether.
Levils said the question was -"whether we violate the clear
wording of federal legislation. .
simply to satisfy coestitutents
at home who do not understand" what is involved.
"We would be emotionally
passing legislation that isn't
worth the paper it is written,"
Lewis declared.
_Leads_ said the federal law
specifically said it superseded
any state law in effect than or
enacted subsequently.
Wright disagreed, saying
"there is nothing in the federal
act that denies a state or its
people from setting the time
they want."
Also speaking in defense of
Lewis, Rep. Billy Paxton, DCentral City, commented that
"there are 17 members on that
committee and not one made a
motion to' consider the bill."
A bill to exempt Kentucky entirely from the federal time
act, and thus keep the state on
standard time, was passed in
the House in 1968 but was defeated in the Senate on a tie
vote; then-Lt. Gov. Wendell
Ford voted against the bill as
well. A similar bill was suciCoathatedm Page Eight)

Senator Logan Takes
Issue With No-Fault
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky State Sen. William A
Logan took issue Friday with
the insurance industry and the
no-fault plan.
The Madisonville Democrat is
chairman- of the Senate.
Judiciary Committee now
studying the no-fault question.
Logan said polls among Massachusetts residents, where nofault is in effect, "indicate
dissatisfaction"
wide-spread
with the system. He also said
the insurance industry stands
to gain from the concept.
Logan also criticized a Louisville Courier Journal editorial
rebuking his comiittee for delaying action on the no-fault insurance bill pending before it.
The editorial said no-fault resells in -quicker, more equitable settlements and a savings
on premiums for motorists."
Logan called the editorial an
"intentional deception.

Rev. Edwin

Diggs

To Speak Sunday,
Methodist Church
Rev. Edwin Diggs,director of
the Memphis Conference
program courted with offices at
Lanibuth -College. Jackson
Tenn, will be the guest speaker
it the 8:45 and 10:50 a.m.
kifyices at the FirST-UniteiT7
Methodist Church on Sunday.
February 20. The guest .niioister was
superintendent of the Paris
District before assuming his
present duties. The church
minister, Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and Mrs. Dodson will
be in Manila, Philippines, on
Sunday while on their "around
the world" tour.
Both the Junior High and
Senior High Youth Fellowship
will meet Sunday at six p.m. for
supper in the social hall of the ,
church. Rev. John Kibbons will
present a program about the
rates, etc., at
facilities,
Lakeshore Methodist AssemFour persons, Danny Ed Parrish, Terry Chatelaia, Lodoska bly. This program is for tofith
Coomer, and Ann Williams Carter were injured when the 1963 Youth and Adults.
will be held at
Ford, above, collided with`the 1966 Oldsmobile, hotter& in
cellision ea South 12th Street last night at 8:30 p.m.yhey were all S;45 a.m. A fellowship hour is
treated at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and released. held in the social hall at 10:30
The photograebuttrugettabc officers of the Marrail'olice a.m, prior to the 10:50 a.m.
Department.

I mi.

W P. Williams, President (1941-19631
James C. Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene AAcCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager

By JOHN STOWELL
concerns disclosing available
Associated Press Writer
literature, "strictly fact-finding
WASHINGTON (AP) — U.S. without drawing conclusions."
government scientists have
Kress said government offibeen quietly gathering informa- cials became interested in the
tion from around the world the ancient Chinese practice after
last few months on the 5,000- four American physicians,
year-old Chinese medical art of
among them famed heart spe„ acupuncture.
cialist Paul Dudley White, obThey are reluctant to talk
served acupuncture during a
about it with newsmen. One,
visit to China last year. White
asked if the inquiry was linked
and Dr. Victor Sidel Of New
in any way to President NixYork later described their obon's trip to Peking, noted that
servations, in lectures to U.S.
the chief executive had asked
scientists.
government agencies to avoid
"They all said acupuncture
speculating on any aspect of
violated what they knew about
U.S.-Chinese affairs.
Western medicine but it apHe emphasized that the factpeared to work," Kress said.
finding project is informal,
inInvolves
Acupuncture
_
_
'crtty on a professional-cuserting long, met-al needles into
riosity basis."
the body at various specific
Another source, at the Na- points to
cure diseases, relieve
tional Institute of Mental
pain and, more recently, to
"Health, said: "'There is no proanesthetize.
gram or official activity, and
"The Chinese don't feel it has
we're not starting or trying to
anything to do with the nervous
start one."
system, but no ope knows why
The Associated Press first
it works," Kra= said. "They
learned of the inquiry through
say when you have 750 million
an official of the British Acuple.and it ha,s been. working
cttu•e Association, whO sagi'Pe°
for 5,000 years, there must be
his organization had received
correspondence from Dr. J. Da
:
Chiitne
."fse textbook on
---allinething
The first t4
vid Miller,.
chief of acupuncture, "Yellow Empermenr
men tal-health-care developor's Classic of Internal Medi-
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Coarse Action
Governor Wendell Ford is showing early how he
intends to run the state government...with a firm,
brutal hand.
He indicated this week just how he plans to
eliminate any legal barrier which might prevent his
firing anyone he wants to. The merit system of the
state was gutted with the "Howe Ripper Bill" which
*lakes the Personnel Commissioner and the
Department's division directors out of the protective
--cloak of the merit system and makes them purley
appointive positions.
This move also.gives Governor Ford the authority
to hire an unlimited number of non-merit system
"assistants" in the various departments of the state
government.
Such blunt, coarse moves by the Governor should
make voters thoroughly cognizant of the need to
study
candidates, their motives and their
qualifications, before casting their votes. -------,
We fully realize that "politics" dictates some
actions by a new governor, but when an entire
system is wrecked just to give a governor authority
over one man whom he wants to fire, then we
believe this is carrying politics too far.
'We censure the Kentucky State Senate on their
action in support of the Governor on this measure.
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SENSING
THE NEWS
Anthony Harrigan
IXICultvi

VICE PRESIDENT

Deaths reported are B.N. Lusby, age 611 of Princeton on
February 18, and Edgar Geurin, age 65, of Murray Route Five
who died today at his home.
Work was started today on the clympian heated swimming pool
--by the Murray Recreation Association at the club located two
miles west of Murray just south of the Lynn Grove highway.
-Officers are Hansel Bonds, Thomas Emerson, Mrs. Freda
.1[1111.0411, and Bill Boyd.
aagrage of $38.93 per hundred has been recorded in the
--season's sale of dark fired tobacco on the Murray market.
The Calloway County High School Lakers beat the North
Marshall Jets 81 to 77 at the Jeffrey gym here. Scoring for
Calloway were Curd 21, Riley 8, Willem 26, Housden 14, and Foster
12.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGES

TIMES FILE

Gwendolyn Jane Taylor, three year old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton M. Taylor of Orchard Heights, Murray, died suddenly February 14 from what is thought to be a rupture of a blood
vessel in the brain. Another death reported was J.T. Tom)
Hendon, age 66, who expired yesterday.
Pvt. William Reid,son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Davidson of Hazel, is
completing his Air Force basic airmen indoctrination course at
Lackland Air Force Base, Texas.
Coleman
McKeel, Hansford Doran, James Wynn, Walter
Conner, Carl Lockhart, John D. Stamps, and Marvin Hill were
instructors for the first 4-H Tractor Scholl hils1 at McKeel Implement Company on February 16.
Rev. and Mrs. Ralph B. Nesbitt of Larchmont, N.Y., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Agnes Lillian, to Pfc. Charles
Ernest Williams, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.P. Williams of Paris,
Tenn.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER Si TIMES PILE
A total of 1,175 men in Calloway County in age groups 20-21 and
35-44 who had not registered previously gave their names to the
Selective Service on February 16 for possible call to military duty
in the future.
James Holland Patterson,Telus McNutt,Goldie J. Morris, J.W.
Redden, Wave! Joseph, Thomas J. Hodges, James Edward
Diuguid, William Clifford Outland, Clyde M. Mitchell, James
Halton Ward, Landis Gordon Pogue, William Lynn Simms, J.W.
Winchester, Jr., and Leon Eugene Pogue will leave soon for the
Army.
Deaths reported are Maston( Cub)Cook,age 36, and J.T. Jones,
age 80.
The Murray High Tigers, coached by Ty Holland, won the
Western Kentucky Conference basketball tournament.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sexton ;are the parents of a baby girl,
Melissa Ann, born February 6.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Nobody is going to get away any more
with lambasting J. Edgar Hoover. The pet
lovers of America, 100 million strong,
will see to that. They have just been informed in an astonishingly timely bit of
public relations that the 'softhearted
_director of the FBI loves dogs. You 'see, he
canl-be all cops and robbers.
"Why, he's a Than of wax."
—"Romeo and Juliet"
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Kershner's next
HOLLYWOOD tUPII
Irving Kershner will direct
Barbra Streisand in "Up The
Sandbox," the actress first
picture for— First Artists
Productions:

46Ale
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Monthly

Pwir
thru TUESDAY

Dear Editor:

CLINT EASTWOOD

The following thoughts in Verse was written by me in 1925 in
gratitude to Doctor J. V. Starks, who was our family physician at
that time. The original writing is now yellow with the passing of
time. I would like very much to have itprintedjn_th_e_12osters____
memory as he was truly a fine Doctor and a good friend to many
people in Calloway County in those memorable yester-years.

Tonite
thru TUE. 2/29

DISTRICT OF00ILUMBIA MEM_
ancTio grand;
doctor man,so good—
What tq do 'with the District of Columbia has become an In-. The doctor,
many
a mile,
and
many
for
travel
will
He
creasingly vexing problem in recent years. Instead of being a
child.
little
one
of
sake
the
for
showcase for the nation, it is a national disgrace.
The scream
Crime is rampant in the District. Women are terrorized and
spend,
he
will
days
the
are
;
you hear may
Many
assaulted in downtown office buildings and within a few hundred
at the bed-side of the sick to attend,
be your own!
feet of the Capitol. Welfare careerists pour into the city to enjoy
spends in watchful care;
public support. The National Welfare Rights Organization finds - • many-IS' prayer.
Many =lbw In earnest
the District an ideal base for its campaign against the taxpayers.
District residents don't have to pay taxes to maintain the most
The nights never grow, too dark at all;
costly school system in the United States but they continually
The nights never grow too cold,
responsibility.
The
demand more political authority without fiscal
him to answer every call,
For
venture
city is beautiful at night, but wise Washingtonians don't
This doctor man so good and bold.
far from their homes or hotels. The situation is so bad that a new
OBI la
strip city of offices, apartments and motels has grown up across
41111.
He doses out the medicine, to suit every need;
PANAVISION• • TECHNICOLOR•
•1.11,0140.4.4.P4S0 COISNAR ACTA rtoomxtcer M.
the Potomac where conditions are better.
WS(Clef BIOS., A Kinney Compar,
The ones that will cure, with the greatest speed;
In short, the District of Columbia is a mess. The handsome
see the rich and poor just the same,
goes
to
He
where
neighborhoods
government buildings are ringed by
It matters not, what your color or your name.
savagery prevails. Prostitutes, pimps, pornographers, narcotics
peddlers and muggers set the tone of much of the city and have
He is one of the necessities of the earth;
their "turf" within a few blocks of the White House. Yet the
He will-stand by until the very last breath;
Washington Post and other influential liberal outlets continue to
He is there to congratulate at every birth;
press for "home rule- and sneer at the respectable citizens'
He is there to sympathize at every death.
demand for law and order.
The future of the District of Columbia is uncertain. Fourteen
pm
•
bills have been introduced in Congress to alter the governmental
Mrs. Carl Christenbery
situation in the District. Among thoughtful citizens, there is
11111111
"
growing sentiment for drastically limiting the size of the federal
She cfid her thing from 6
would mean a rising birth rate.
enclave.
Demographers say the numOver 18 Only
Four bills. including one introduced by House District Comber of births per woman of
mittee Chairman John L. McMillan ID-SC) would return most of
child-bearing age must be
171
.q1 gfi
'
-the city to Maryland,leaving a small area under federal control.
trimmed to 2.11 per cent if a
King
I
R-NY
Reps.
C.J.
U.S.
by
The other bills were introduced
ID/ URRAY
Open 6 30 Start
stable population that neither
and William L. Scott I R-Va I.
John Rarick fl-La),(
DRIVE -7
." 17increases nor decreases is to be
These bills deserve attention nationwide, for the District of
IN
Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
•
le-42.
achieved. The most-recent surColumbia is a national problem. At the moment, it is an emvey
figure
at
about
2.5
put
the
barrassment to the American people. Foreign visitors to the
births per family.
District encounter a community that displays the worst features
or the NEVV
that
rightly
said
residence
has
Rarick
of American society. Rep.
WASHINGTON - (API
—
A PLACE WHERE
Sells Lot To City
in the District is "hazardous duty" for congressmen and American wives of child-brIT' LEGAL
MANY THINGS
diplomats.
To ao
ing age expect smaller families
THAT
ARE ILLE
return
about
of
would
four-fifths
ARON,
Ohio
(AP)
—
A
jury
bill
Congressman McMillan's
than did their counterparts five
AL
the city to Maryland. The remainder of the District, containing years ago, according to a new awarded Henry Dobertztyn
$18,500 Wednesday for a 25-footthe White House, Capitol, Federal Triangle and most other Census Bureau survey.
federal properties, would stay under the control of Congress.
The report may have special wide parcel of land. The City of
About 500,000 of the District's 756,000 residents would become significance for scientists wor- Akron had offered him $1.
You Should
The city wanted the land as
citizens of Maryland.
Know Its
ried that the earth is becoming
be
appear
to
considerable.
The
easement
for
a
sewer
project.
bill
a
Secrets!
In color
The merits of such
so overpopulated that its ecolopolitical
repmentation
many
Dobertztyn
rejected
its
offer
legislation would give residents the
PP"
gy is endangered.
and the case went to court.
of them have been demanding, though this would be through the
"People who are concerned
the TRUE
Maryland legislature and election of federal officeholders in about the population explosion
and ONLY
K AM
Crawford
for
'Ape'
Jotctigr
Maryland elections.
ORIGINAL
need to read this very closely,"
HOLLYWOOD ILTI I —
emergency of a
At the same time, it would prevent the
said
Census
Director
George
radically-oriented political power structure in the urban area Hay Brown who announced the Johnny Crawford will star in
the title role of Universal's
a L[2a
where the federal government has its operations. The nation's findings Wednesday.
Lnkt;
L';
"The Naked Ape".
taxpayers would not be picking up the tab for a turbulent,
Brown
But
pointed
out
that
demagogic regime, which would be the case if one of the "home the survey covers only 6 per
rule" proposals were approved by congress.
ONE HOUR SERVICE
cent of the world's population.
If the greater part of the District *ere returned to Maryland,
Regarded
as
a
key
indicator
the policing of those areas in all likelihood would be much more
of the national birth rate, the
effective. Residents of the District would enjoy greater personal
survey
showed that:
safety and security for their dwellings and other property.
—Wives from 18 to 39 expect
There really isn't any valid objection that the "home rule"
to have an average of 2.8 chil* Good Monday, Tuesday 8 Wednesday, Feb. 21, 22, 23
partisans can make to Rep. McMillan's plan. They can't say that
dren,
a decline from the 3.1 avthey would be deprived of rights if they were Maryland citizens.
They can't say they would be less secure, for Maryland corn- erage reported in 1967.
—Wives from 18 to 24 expect
Long
Plain
' murales enjoy greater security. Moreover, the District was
2.4
children, compared with 2.9
partly created out of the State of Maryland. The McMillan plan
would simply return part of the land allotted by the state when the five years ago.
—64 per cent of those 18 to 24
federal district was created. Finally,a smaller District,limited to
areas where government operations take place, would make for expect no more than two chil(Singles - '1.00)
in
easier federal housekeeping and-- one hopes—for more dren, up from 44 per cent reporting those expectations in
Gal
economical government.'
Free! Mothproofing-Mildew proofing
We have shirt laundry Services here!
While the liberals may rage at proposals that would clip the the previous survey.
Uhl
The new study coincides with
feathers of the militants in the District, it is clear that the McMillan and similar proposals are worthy of the most serious earlier findings that the nan• HOUR
tion's birth rate fell last year to
attention from Congress this year.
- one of the lowest levels in hisy.
findings take on added
_
Y e. otos45 Pa-v -c-rt kirri• _ _
_significance because there are
more women of prime childIn thy light shall we see light.osalm 36:9.
bearing age now than in preE t Side of Square
Let us remember this in a day, when we are all seeking
"ious
usually
enlightenment, illumination and knowledge.
ONE-HOUR
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TIKES FILE

Wa
M
sihiliei'
ng-tw
on on a personalasiaidt°b"'triltiptif.
Miller's assistant; Mark
Krass,received authorization to
discuss what has been learned about acupuncture. He emphasized that his work primarily--

Murray' (

Kress said.
"The Chinese noticed in
battle that when soldiers were
hit with arrows, it actually had
a therapeutic effect rather than
an injurious effect in many
cases," he said.
"They took it from there and
realized that if a person was
punctured with a needle at certain points, it would achieve
therapeutic effects," Kress
said. 'Through trial and-error
they figured out which points
worked and which didn't."
The practice spread in the
19th and early 20th centuries to
other parts of the world including Western Europe, where
about 3,000 acuAnncturists now
operate, he said.
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Cunningham Home
Scene-TO-ft-Guth
Murray Club Meet

Wingert-Dement Engagement

Mrs. Guy Cunningham
opened her home for the
meeting of the South Murray
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, February 9, at tenthirty o'clock in the morning.
The main lesson on New
Sewing Techniques" was
presented by Mrs. James
Parker and Mrs. S.C. Colson.
The lesson Was on sewing with
leather and fake furs and they
La•.'e examples of seams, etc.
Mrs. Brent Manning taught a
special lesson on "Tole Painting". Several.special items of
this type were shown.
The president, Mrs. Paul
Maggard, presided and Mrs.
Claude Miller .. gave the
devotion. Members :Answered
the roll call by giving their birth
month, zodiac sign, and birthstone.
Mrs. James Witherspoon and
Mrs. Claude Miller gave a
report on the area council
meeting. Mrs. Raymond Carter
will represent..the club at the.
state homemakers meeting in
_March at Lexington.
Plans for program of study
Miss lann Wingert
for the next year were
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth D. Wingert of Memphis, Tenn., formerly
discussed.
of Murray, announce the engagement of their daughter, Jann, to
Lunch was served at the noon
Roy Moore Dement, son of Mr. and Mrs. James*, Mment, of
hour to the thirteen members
Dyersburg, Tenn.
present. A coffee hour was held
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Clyde E. Jones and
preceding the meeting.
=1-the late Mr. Jones of Ottumwa Iowa and Mrs. C.W. Upton of
The next meeting will be held
Oskaloosa, Iowa, and the late Mr. A.W. Wingert
Mumma,
on Wednesday, March 8, at
Iowa.
10:30 a.m. at the home of Mrs.
Grandparents of the prospective groom are Mrs.-Peed—Moore
Martha Golden, Ryan Avenue.
Sr. and the late Mr. Moore of Dyersburg, Tennessee, and Mrs.
J.H. Smith of Fort Lauderdale, Florida,and the late Roy Dement.
The bride-elect was graduated from South Panola High School
in Batesville, Mississippi, in 1969. She was a member of Y-Teens,
French Club,Fine Arts Club, and South Panola's Girls Basketball
Team.Her senior year sbe was co-editor of the school newspaper,
The Murray-Calloway County elected to Who's Who, and received the Citizenship Award. She
Shrine Club held its monthly
was also a member of Batesville's Sub-Deb Cotillion Club.
fellowship breakfast at the
Miss Wingert has attended Delta State College in Cleveland,
Holiday Inn on Sunday, Mississippi for the past two and .a half year where her majoi
._is %
February 13;St'nine o'clock in physical education.
.
•
the morning.
The groom-elect was graduated fromWersburg High School isPresent _far the morning 1966. He was a member of the Science Club, D Club, Student
occasion were Mr. and Mrs. Council and Trojan Staff His senior year he was vice-president
Wallace Ford and daughter, of the Key Club, the AFS, the Beta Club and Senior Class
Kelley, and guests, Ricky aud president.
Mr. Dement attended Tulane University in New Orleans,
Teresa Kinney, Mr. and YAM
Freed Cothem, Mr. and Mrs. Louisiana, and received his B.A. degree in January of 1970. He is
Milton Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ron presently a student at the Universityof Tennessee Medical _
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Ethel School.
The wedding will be solemnized on Sunday, March 19, at three Beale, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Klapp, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Jones o'clock to the afternoon at the First United Methodist Church.
and " son, Jerry, Mrs. Don fishieville,
ttobinson and son, Larry, and,
Jack Persall.
*

Shrine Club Holds
Monthly Breakfast

2/29

FBIRTILS4

Mrs. James Hargrove of
Murray has been a patient at
the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Commodre Jones of Murraay
who underwent surgery at St.
Edwards Mercy Hospital, Fort
Smith, Ark., on January 10, is
still convalescing at the
Westview Nursing Home.
While in Fort Smith, his wife
stayed with her daughter, Mrs.
Thomas G. Parker, Dr. Parker,
and children, Craig, Patricia,
Pamela,and T.G. Dr. Parker is
a radiologist there. Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Ernest Jones and
children, Ricky and Jennifer,
of Washington, D.C., visited
his parents and sister and
family recently.

LUNDGREEN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Winn
Lundgreen of Hazel announce
the birth of a baby boy born
Monday, February 14, at the
Henry County General Hospital,
Paris, Tenn.
The baby weighed nine
pounds eleven ounces and has
been named Brent Scott.
VEAZEY BOY
Mr.ind Mrs. Ed Veazey, 1900
Sherri Lane, Murray, announce
the birth of a baby boy,
Jonathan Edward, weighing
nine pounds 4% ounces, born on
Wednesday, February 16, at
1:34 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another son, Kirk,
age 242. The new father is a
conservationist aide in the Land
BetWeen the Lakes for the
Tennessee Valley Authority.
Paternal grandparents are
Mr.and Mrs. James R. Breeden

and the maternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
Killough, all of Madisonville.
GILLS-BOY
'Russell Lynn is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Ricky
-Gills of Mayfield Route One for
their baby boy, weighing-seven
pounds eleven ounces, born on
Wednesday, February 16, at
12:56 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed
with the James Nance Pottery
at Bell City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Gills of Lynnville
and Mr. and Mrs. Byron Miller
of Mayfield Route One. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Dewey Schultz and Mr. and
Mrs. Audie Miller, all of
Mayfield Route One, Mr. and
Mrs. Hershel! Mansfield of
Palmersville, Tenn., and Mr.
and Mrs. J. Gills of Lynnville.
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Holland Drugs
February 22 & 23
11 a.tit7111-5*.-m.

Saturday,February 19
The United Pentecostal
Church Fellowship Rally will be
held at six p.m. at the
University School auditorium.

ten a.m. with Mrs.
Moody as hostess.

Vernon

_
Mrs. Willie Smith
Hostess For New
Concord Club Meet

The Captain JamesCampen
Chapter, Kentucky Society,
American
the
of
Sons
Revolution will have a
Washington's birthday luncheon at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord at twelve noon.

Mrs. Willie Smith opened her
home for the meeting of the
New Concord Homemakers
The Murray-Calloway County
Club held on Wednesday,
Shrine Club will have its potluck
February 9,at one o'clock in the
supper and reguldr meeting at
afternoon.
the WOW Hall at 6:30 p.m.
The devotion was given by
Bingo will be played.
Mrs. Rainey Lovins. The roll
Tuesday, February 22
call and treasurer's report was
The Current Missions Group given by Mrs. Smith with each
A Chili Supper will be held in
the fellowship hall of the South of the Memorial Baptist Church member naming her birthstone
United will meet at the home of Mrs. and zodiac sign.
Grove
Pleasant
Methodist Church,sponsored by Verna Mae Stubblefield, 905
Any member with homemade
MYF. Serving of chili, pie, and Main Street, at two p.m.
arts, crafts, guilts, ceramic,
Abigail Van Buren
drink will start at six p.m. The
stitchery
decoupage, and
public is invited.
The Sixth Annual Alpha Chi items are asked to have them in
DEAR. ABBY I am writing to yo -about a family
be
lecture
will
faculty honor
the office of Mrs. Barletta
Sunday,February 20
problem. My grandmother just got married again. Grandpa
held at the University School __Itrather by
Friday, February
University__
State
Murray
The
died 12 years ago and Grandma has lived with us ever
auditorium at 710-11.MT-Dr:
Dames Club will have their Marshall Gordon. wLhatha Hi, for display purposes if
since. [Grandma owns the house, but my Dad did all the
-"AO principal speaker.
semester
spring
remodeling, keeps it up, so it's really more like ours.)
John vesa
P°ss
Mrisbl.ej
—
gave the
acquainted" tea at 2:30 p.m. on
Anyway, all those years, Grandma said she didn't need a
the second floor in the home
The Panorama Birthday Club landscape notes and also
man, but all of a sudden she found this guy, and everything
economics department, In- will meet at one p.m. at the literature on furniture acchanged. She's happy, and just like a kid again.
dustrial Arts building.
home of Mrs. William Moffett. cessories for home decorations.
Her new husband moved into our house and is sharing
All lathe
,in the neighborhood___Mrs. Thomas Herndon
Grandma's room. He claims he has heart trouble, and all
The International Students'
presented the lesson on "Sewing
he does is eat, sleep and watch TV. Meanwhile, Grandma
Banquet will be held at the are invited to attend.
With Special Interest On Furs
waits on him like he's a king. She used to mend and iron
Murray Woman's Club House.
and Vinyl".
The Murray Quota Club will
our clothes, and even clean our rooms, but not anymore All
Refreshments
- - the
The Kirksey United Methodist meet at 12 noon at the Southside
She does Is wait on him. He likes to eat, so Grandma cooks
Valentine motif were served by
Men will have their regular
and bakes a lot, which is the only good part, because the
Smith.
—monthly breakfast- in the..
rest of the family is getting lots a(gdeai —
Restaurant.The Murray Chapter of the 'The next meeting will be held
recreation
hall
of
the
church
it
Both my Mom and Dad work, so we kids are left
SecretariestV
seven a.m. with James Feltner, National
sda y, March 15, at one
with the housework to do after school. I am sorry Grandma
assistant principal at Calloway, Association will meet at seven p.m. at the home of Mrs. H. A.
ever found this lazy old fool. Why don't old people who are
at the Holiday Inn with EtranUeyCounty High School,as speaker. ;
4
nearly 60, settle down to being likine instead of wanting to
•
Lillian Tate as guest
be young again? DOWNHEARTED AND OVERWORKED
speaker. Members note change Club will play bridge at 9:30
The Junior Recital of Charles in date and make reservations a.m. Members make reserDEAR D. AND 04_1W:we overlooking one small devations by Maltby noon
—with
tail. It's GRANDMA'S house! And as I see it, Grandma has —Ross, Sheffield, Ali., trombone, with IIK:Carol Sims.
Della Boggess, -hostess,- 753will be held at the Recital Hall,
been the live-in emit, liesekeeper and baby sitter for the
--Fine Arts Building Annex;
last 12 years. Sixty is not old, Honey. And the older you get,
The Kirltsey -Pareet-Teacher 6270.
MSU, at 3:30 p.m.
the better you will understand it. Cheer up, and thank God
Association will meet at the
Thursday, February 24
for Grandma's new-found joy. It should happen to everyThe Magazine Club will have
school at 1:45 p.m.
Monday, February 21
body.
a luncheon at the Murray
The Penny Homemakers Club
Wednesday, February 23
Woman's Club House at one
will meet at the Holiday Inn at
Women of the Oaks Country p.m.
DEAR ABBY A while back somebody wrote in and
asked you what the difference was between a wife and a
mistress, and you said, "Night and day"
I am a wife, and maybe I am dumb, but I would like to
know which half the wife is supposed to get. Night or-day?
GETTLNG NEITHER
7
DEAR GETTING: If the husband works days, the wife
get
,him at night.

Ws Grandma's home,
so it UP— t0 Grandma
By

Pink Grapefruit Juice

DEAR ABBY My husband and I were vacationing
around Monterey, Cal., and we stopped to have our lunch on
one of the picnic tables provided in the picnic areas for
tourists.
Some strangers drove up to where we were, and asked
if they could share our picnic table. Can you imagine that?
We did have the last table, but we didn't want our privacy
Invaded, so my husband said in a very nice way,'"If you
-don't mind, we prefer to have a private lumh"
One of the men in the other party became very belligerent and said, "Well, we are not moving" Then they took
out their lunches and used the trunk of their car for a
"table," and ate their lunches standing up and staring at
us.
My husband went over and told them he hoped there
were no hard feelings, but privacy was important to us.
They were still mad.
We weren't comfoltable being watched, and they
couldn't have enjoyed trieir lunch very much either. Who
was in the wrong?
"INVADED"

UNUSUAL and DELICIOUS-

Try RI!..
Yout

DEAR INVADED: i think you wrre. Since there were
so other tables available, you should have shared yeses.
That's what life is all about. Sharing and caring.
DEAR ABBY: You were right. That guest who loudly
refused to drink out of a cracked glass, poured the contents
down the sink and demanded that her hostess give her a
"good" glass, was very rude.
You advised her [the hostess] In get rid of all the
cracked glasses and dishes. You should have also suggested
she get rid of cracked guests D. W. IN CHARLOTTE, N. C.
DEAR D. W.: I wouldn't have dared. It was too obvious
What's your problem? Ysall feel better d yes got it off
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box erne, Los Amides, CaL
WSW. Par a persdial reply melon damped. addressed
saveloys.

Music Department Hears Musical Tour Of
World At Valentine Supper On Tuesday
The Music Department of the Music Department meeting will
Murray Woman's Club met be changed to the third Monday
Tuesday, February 15, for a of the month, April 17.
potluck Valentine supper at the
A children's concert will be
clubhouse.
given April 19 at the University
The group sing the Doxology Auditorium. The Murray State
as 'an invocation, Mrs. Joe University Concert Band, under
Prince, Chairman of the Music the direction of Professor Paul
Department, welcomed Shahan, will present a concert
members and their guests.
to the elementary school and
Mrs. James Carlin introduced kindergarten children of
\the program which was a brief Calloway County..juid Murray_
Musical tour of the world.-- • " City System. Music Department
Mrs. William Porter sang members are needed to serve as
three folk songs from Japan, ushers for the concert.
Brazil, and the United States
The Music Department Style
and was accompanied by Mrs. Show will be given March 16 at
John Winter.
the
School
University
A quartet composed of Mrs. Auditorium. Mrs. Max BranKathryn Elliott, Mrs. Donald don, Style Show Chairman,
Story, Roger Fteichmuth, and announced that tickets are now
Carl Mowery presented "The available. Members who have
Geographical Fugue."
not received their tickets should
Mrs. O.B. Boone, Mrs. Rob contact Mrs Don Burchfield,
Ray, and Mrs. Vernon Shown
A general meeting- of the
sang a Latin American song,
"Calypso." Piano accompanit Murray Woman's Club will be
was
Mrs. Don Burchfield, held March flat 10:30a.m at
Chuck Simons played the the clubhouse. Members who
bongos, and Don Story the would like to ittend the meeting
and luncheon should contact
claves..
Mrs. Prince for reservations
The program was conclud,. I
The Music Depaitment
with group singing,
-.Chorus will have a rehearsal on
cornpanied.ittakIL"--tinriel- Sunday, February 27 at 2:00
P.m.The chortus will sing for the
Mrs. Pince announciaL4hat Thela__Department meeting,
-1u1..dale Inc March-L1-
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Scopes Are Expensiver_
But Well Worth Money Sportsman?

By Jerry Alien
Are all hunters sportsmen?
The answer is very sadly, no!
The gun owner that shoots
protected birds and animals-.
during the off season is ruining
his and our chances of
Redfield, is probabViie able to hunt various species of
3nd to Leupold in quality and it wildlife in the future.
is available in just about
More than 650 species of birds
anything you can imagine. —-`"-exist in this country, but only 37
arehunted on a managed basis. _
Weaver probably has the best This is a good point of argument
line of scopes on the market for for sportsmen who are up the least money and they can against the anti-hunting senoffer
you timent league, but what about_
want.
the slob, the gun owner that
people would use as a
"Bambi"
Bausch and Lomb have a
good line of scopes to offer, but weapon for gradually doing
the price will make you wince. away with our hunting rights
and eventually our guns. They
Bushnell has a new lite-eite on call him a hunter and they also
the market that is suppose to associate him with sportsmen
increase shooting time a few ' like you and me.
minutes or enable you to see the
Hunters if we don't shale up
game hake- I'M rays of dawn we're going to be shipped out!
completely breaks through. It is We need to show some concern
available in 9X power only.
for conservation as well as for
thesight t kee_p oN_Luns alY1
Jerry Allen,left, and Jim King display woodchucks tliatibey took near L'Aien City Tennessee
It's not going to be easy on
the right to hunt.
week.
your pocket but one good hunt
How many sportsmen belong _
will make you appreciate your
to conservation clubs and other
investment in a good scope.
organizations such as the
By Jerry Allen
Kentucky .Ornithological
Audubon Society
Fisherman, this is not the then if parts are badly worn you
Nature Conservacy or the time to be sitting around
can easily see them and replace
By Jerry Allen
Wildlife Society? This is a twidling your thumbs. There as desired. Always oil your reel
question and a ruak_i_Pollit_ theare_ a...number of things that when reassernteling.
"Hey,come on down here and made it a lot easier to concent-rlherneric'hut they were closer
"Bambi people" have, and should be done so you'll be
For Pete's sake don't forget te than we-thought.
get some of these darn ourselves when moving in for
up to us. So show some prepared when the first signs of replace a worn line. Bad lines
groundhogs before I plant my reasonable shot.
"About 275 yards, Jim said."
- concern about conservation, be spring break through. If you lose lots of fish at the boat. Now
beans," said Billy Powell, a
": see one," said Jim. "He's "You take the left and I'll take
1. A woman's hairpin can a true sportsmen, don't ruin take time now to straighten let's straighten up that tackle
Union City farmer and good about 375 yards straight out and the right, on count of three."
make a lure weedless. Bend it your chances at being able to your gear then you'll not be box that has been a total loss for
friend. "I figured those chucks I think we can sneak down this
into the eye and then upward. enjoy the thrill of the chase, and losing precious fishing time such a long time. Remove
We both zoomed in and Jim
cost me nearly 2000 dollars last draw and get a little closer.
2. Empty adhesive-tape the satisfaction of the hunt.
counted 1-2-3. I raised my gun.
when the dogwoods are in everything wipe the box clean.
year and I sure would ap"What are we waiting for?" I
"Ga-B00000m."
holders, make fine reels for
You may say to yourself, who bloom. It doesn't matter where Remove everything and clean
preciate your helping me keep asked.
spare lines. The cover keeps does this guy think he is to be you start as long as you get the insides of all trays. Sharpen
"That got him," Jim hollered.
We sneaked down the eroded "Let's go after 'em."
them to a managable level."
light and dirt off. Identify each telling us what to do? It's true everything in top notch con- all lures and hooks and touch up
"Man, I'd be glad to," I said. draw until we were behind a
one on the outside with a felt I'm no expert on the subject, but dition.
While,walking to our downed
the paint. You might want to
"Especially since all the game rolling hill. "Just enough to chucks, I nearly lost my skin as
pen.
I have been on both sides of the
start
You
could
with
your
add a few items if you don't
' us," I said.
seasons are over here in KM3. Throwing away an old
d a loud "ca-b00000m."
fence......Matabe„..aome of-y11/... boat, motor and trailer. Check al=aely ,c.erry them; pliers,
"There he is," Jim said ext.._ -"Got him", Jim says. A big
tacky,and it's not been right for
flashlight? Solder a big nail on haven't, maybe some of you are the boat completely for excess extra shear pins, small knife,
dtecily, as he peeped over the chuck had peeked his head out
my kind of fishing just yet."
the end of the case and it will game hogs or are kill crazy. rivet wear and other little matches,
flashlight and
"Fine", Billy says, "I'll be little ridge that was keeping tis of a hole about 60 yards to our
serve as a fine bank rodholder. Maybe you are "Bambi in- things that could be hazzards if fingernail clippers.
expecting you when ever you from his view. "He's about 200 right and hawkeye Jim had
4. Rest your outboard on an spired," and believe these cute left unnoticed. The craft should
If your fuel tank has set all
get ready and bring your ole yards,just right for that 7mm of spotted him and taken a clean
inner tube in car trunk to animals shouldn't be harmed be scrubbed down both inside winter with fuel in it, throw it
side kick Jim King, .1.00. He yours."
prevent scratches and vibration but only enjoyed.
kill.
and out. If the hull is clean the out and fill with fresh fuel. If
As I stretched out on the cold
loves to hunt chucks, don't he?"
problems.
"My nerves will take a while
But if you are, did you ever boat will run much better and your rain gear is old or ragged
5. Brass screw eyes mounted stop to think that possibly no even faster.
"Yes he really loves it more earth and zoomed my 3 to 9 to settle after that loud suryou may want to replace it, too
on a varnished mahogany board one would be able to enjoy
than anyone I know," I replied. variable up to 9 power I could prising shot," I said. "So let's
The motor should have a good Then stick your nose in your
make a good place to hang wildlife today if it weren't for tune up. Have points, plugs, coil portable ice chest, if you faint
After our conversation, I see the chuck clearly, but he take a break and eat lunch while
lures and brighten up boats in money derived from license_l and coeds nr_rbrkedover immediately,then give it a good
promptly phoned,Jim King and knew something was askew. He we admire our chucks."
the bargain,
as usual he was ready to go at a quickly stood up and I knew
After a lunch breakTire
fees and taxes on firearms completely. Doiet forget -----' scrub down. Be sure to go over
minutes notice. The day was was now or never,so I centered decided to try another field that
'ironed by sportsmen?- Yek---iswer unit. It should have the everything-that would leol to a
picked
'a and the time was set. the dualit. cross-hair and Bill had told us was wrapped up
eeemeepesesonemegsf this money is primarily what lubricant drained and refilled. fun time fishing trip. Then last
y Feb. 11, we were to go squeezed off the shot.. As the gun with ground hogs and he was
has paid the way for deer and Also make sure you check the but not the least thing you
er the ultimate in small barked,I saw the chuck drop in right. As we eased to the edge
turkey to be transplanted and propellor for proper alignment should think about is your 1972
game . hunting, the wary his tracks.
of the fence row surrounding the
wildlife managers to be paid, and broken places. You may fishing licenses.
"He was too slow that time," field we could see the chucks.
woodchuck.
conservation officers to be hired even have to replace it, if it is
1 Upon arrival, Jim King says, Jim said.
"I count seven," says Jim.
and several management areas badly out of shape. A good inThe 1971 world offshore
Just then another chuck came
"This really looks like good
dication that its out of align"I only see six," I replied, but
to be brought.
shuck hunting country; rolling running across the hill toward a my eyes weren't quite as
It's a fact that in 1900 the ment is excess vibration of the power boat racing title goes to
Bill Wishnick of New York and
hills and lots of road side dens. hole near where the first chuck trained for this type of hunting
Fishing is reported to be slow white tail deer population was motor. If it isn't corrected you w as
presented in January
had been. Jim was quick to as Jim's.
: "Yes, it's supposed to be the
may
be
in
for
trouble.
around all the boat docks and almost gone, it was at an all
with the Sam Griffith Memorial
best hunting in this part of the action and waiting for the hog to "They're about 200 yards,"
Then the trailer tires need
resorts in the area, however time national low of 5000 or less:
Trophy, emblematic of the
*country for ole Mr. Groun- take that last look before said Jim."Let's try for n double
there are reRorted scattered, Now thanks to interested checking for excess wear. championship. In scotingsictor-. .
dhog," I replied."What are you dodging in his hole. As we each. You can take the two to
Probably
the
wheel
bearings
catches of blaek bass along the sportsmen and the fees derived
les in the United States, Italy,
iihooting today?" I asked Jim. thought, he stopped at the the left and I'll take the closer
ledges and deep holes on from them, deer have made a need cleaning and repacking. Yugoslavia and Sweden, Wishmouth
of his den.
. "My ole trusty flat shooting
shots toward the fence."
hellbenders ; pork rind and jigs, tremendous comeback to a Also look over .the frame for nick amassed a total of 75 world
"His last mistake," I thought.
'12-250", Jim replied.
plastic worms and Rapala deep population of over 500,000 and worn out padding. If it is badly points, the highest number of
As we cut loose the chucks
Jim's 22-250 roared and the
"You shoot the long shots and
the wild turkey now has a good worn, replace it.
pointsever recorded in a single
runners.
;I'll shoot the short shots," I chuck tumbled head over heels began to run. Two more shots
With all this done, the fishing year of competition. Wishnick
chance of greater numbers than
resulted in one more chuck with
A few white bass are being ever
'chuckled. This 7mm Mauser is into his den.
rods should be next on your list drove two boats in the 1971
before.
caught by casting near drop offs
"Great shot," I exclaimed, as a couple of happy men
'good up to 300 yards but after
I once had a teacher that for lots of attention. Check them campaign, both Cigarettelitilla
around the river channel on argued that
that the bullet falls like a lead we ran to collect our tropheys. congratulating themselves on a
. twin MerCruiser
"They should just for guides that are worn and powered by
both Barkley and Kentucky leave
"What a hog," Jim
.balloon."
ex- fine day of woodchuck hunting
everything alone and not wrappings, then replace as sterndrive engines.
Lakes.
' "Sounds great", says Jim. claimed as he held up the big as they headed for the car.
-Cigarette hulls, incidentalhunt anything, deer got along needed. Also clean the cork
"Let's say Hi to Billy and get chucks,"I'll bet they'll go as big
ly, have pretty much dominated
If you've never tried
Crappie have slowed down before man hunted them," he handles with fine steel wool.
out there, it sure is a pretty day as any we've shot."
Reels should also be checked. the offshore racing competition
fricasseed woodchuck then you
considerably during the past said.
"You can bet they're not the may be missing a tasty meal
for chuckin."
But he didn't think! Most of Take them apart for cleaning, since Bob Magoon of Miami
week but it should pick up very
introduced the boat in winning
. After saying a few words to smallest," I replied. "Hey, I like you've never imagined
soon as March is usually a good the natural predators are gone
the Hennessy Key West Race in
ur good friend we decided to see two more about 600 yards to could have resulted from a
month for crappie. Some and if the wildlife are not management.
November, 1970. Snce then-thes
,.',.snove out to the flat rolling hills the left of those woods," I said. woodchuck.
crappie are reported being managed they possibly 'will Managed hunting it must be, 32- and 36-foot
Ggarettes,
'..ef his 2,000 acre farm to look for
"Yes, I see them!" Jim experish
from disease or other or it could be that before long
Threre is really a good recipe
caught below Kentucky dam on
designed by Don Aronow of
our quary.
claimed. "Let's go in behind you can use to cook these tasty
"do-jigs" by casting and then natural causes that exist when you'll see people like me turning Miami, world offshore-cham• Our tactics were simple, we those woods and maybe we can critters.
Add 2 cups of water, cover it retrieving slowly. All around overpopulation occurs. This I against hunting, too. Not pion in 1967 and
•
1969, have
.:were to stay together and take get about 350 yardsfrom them."
fishing is slow but the patient feel is a fact on which all because its bad but because, the scored 19 consecutive victories,
First, clean and remove all and simmer two hours.
shooting
.
and
sneaking
After
sneaking
turns
':.
through the fat, cut into pieces, rub with salt
You'll be surprised how fisherman will usually catch wildlife managers will agree, "slob" hunter had ruined it for winning every race in which
when a chuck was spotted. The woods, we came up over the and pepper and
tender it is, especially if you've fish. Kentucky Lake level 354.7 or anyone that truly knows the all of us, even eight here in they were entered in world
roll in flour.
•,- rolling hills with short draws small bank of a creek, there
procedures
• and steady.
of
wildlife Calloway County.
Cook in hot fat until brown. got a young chuck.
competition.

Tennessee Chucks

CHEMICAL
CO. INC.
'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"

HUTSON
Cal]

It's time for some woodchuck
hunting, so lets buy a gun and
pick a scope.
There's no doubt that the
telescopic sight is one of the
greatest developments in
shooting equipment of the
century. Every rifle should be
equipped with one, from the
small .22 to the big magnums.
And there's no denying the
reason. It's a fact you can see
far better with a scope than you
can with the naked eye. It gives
you a larger picture of the
target. Of course,it his been
said by some hunters that a
scope can be a hinderance for
shots at close range in bushes or
heavy timber. Why? Because
it's hard to find the target in the
scope field. But the see-better
argument still holds. All you
need to spot game at those
range through a low power
scope, is experience. Of course,
I'm assuming you have the
scope mounted on the rifle
tee
.You ask why some people still
miss if scope sights are so
great? One reason might be that
the internal adjustments are
fragil on some of the cheaper
models and won't hold their
zero point, but by all means the
better models will hold their
zero if the mounts are of good
quality
one or-the -ant thingi -yaly
should consider when buying a
scope is the magnification. Will
you need 2X, 4X, 8X, or one of
the high powered scopes? Of
course, it depends on what you
plan on hunting and where you
plan to hunt
For just target shooting, you
might like a 10X or higher. The
ground hog hunter also may
want to select a scope of high
power or one of the variables on
the market.
For my use of all around
hunting for deer and varmants,
I prefer a variable of 3 to 9
power. This can be used in close
brush and you can use it to plink
off an old woodchuck at 300
yards too. Of course, the man
that hunts deer in this asea and
L.B.L. would probably be better
Off with a 2X or 4X scope, since
the smaller powers do gdthi
more light. The man with less
than average eyesight would
benefit with a low power scope,
too.
After you've made up your
mind as to the power, you
should consider the type of
cross hairs you need. A tapered
post will be liked by a man just
changing from open sights,
since it does have resemblance
to it. For poor light the thick
lined cross hairs will be desired
over the thin lined.
I personally believe that the
best cross hair for all around
use is the duel X or the thick
tapering into a thin line. My
advise to the scope hunter
would be to buy a reputable
name and then for your own
satisfaction buy the best mounts
you can afford. The combination of scope and mounts
may hit you in the pocket, but
worth alot.
satisfaction is
These are also good points on
what to look for in a scope to fit
your need. Now let's take a
look at the brand names that I
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PAUL'S TAXIDERMY

Our New Gun Department
is liklyaw Open!
All Makes of Guns

k/044, ser,
Rt. 6. Irvin ('obb Rd.
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 15021 753-8073

AA/room/so mots.. ditit CHRYSLER

yALT

MOTORS CORPORATION

TAYLOR
MOTORS

Bulk Distributor
4109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

Conservation

being,_

SPECIALI7E IN BASS

Any Time

753-1933

consider as the reliable five.
leupold is probably the best
on the market and is made in
any size up to 7X- variable
powers.
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Home*

Wife's fatal illness
spurred research

10-year schedule
for replacements

homeowner to have a longYORK (UPI) AddNEW
to your
home main_
razige .forecast from which to
tenance program: A 10-year .--work in planning his budget,
schedule for replacement of _ to
becalaumy new roofing.4ietunatelyhe'll have
"
such components as roofing
Flooring materials for
and flooring, appliances; and kitchens and playrooms, such
equipment.
as vinyl-asbestos tile and sheet
Homeowners, particularly
vinyl, if put down over subthose whose houses already are
floors in reasonably good
10 years old or more, should
condition, will
require
plan a maintenance budget to
replacement at approximately
cover all major replacement
10-year intervals, according to
and repairs, many of „which
Hall.
can be anticipated, housing
Many factors
experts recommend-Such a plan will provide
Various factors can shorten
not only a more livable home, or lengthen this period of
but one with enhanced resale
service, which was estimated
value at any point in time. on the basis of medium quality
Sticking to a budget which
material. For example, in a
includes an item for "un- home with sand or gravel in
forseen expenses" also will
the back yard, wear will be
assure funds on hand for the
harder and life shorter for the
occasional emergency that kitchen floor. Similarly, rough
PUZZLE FOR PASSERSBY— You're leekiefille one ot the wtraus...by artist
faces any homeowner.
sub-floors cause high spots and
_ w_jloam 7.. Wiley on display at the Art Instotu.9i in Chic*. Wiley. a_ Califisisian, is deFor eac-rhome, a year-to- wear.
scribed as -"funky" iecause hia mixed
a -week Asses ass fit into a pernewv-wr
._year schedule will vary ac.Carpeting life expectancy
cording to the purchase date
vanes with quality and USE,
and life expectancj of each
according to experts in
Mete 78
m or prclWuct involved.
Tad. Obviously, heavy traffic
, For extmple, roofing_ over_ pertein paths throii&
--"ieplacemetif ts a -smuor item
carpeted. moons will reduce the
The industry's rule-of-thumb
life of the carpeting.
is that asphalt shingles have an
Replacement in such areas will
average durability of 20 years,
be necessary sooner than the
depending on geography and
projected 10-year life of wallANCHORAGE, Alaska
weather conditions over a
to-wall carpeting while the
given cycle,
with an inch and • quarter
carpet in a seldom-used guest (UPI)-Joan Lawson ham in
By WALTER LOG AN
her house a zebra which takes
mom might Last far longer,_
embroidered ribbon in the
NEW YORK (UP!)
"The homeowner should
fabric
4:1_41-iinte shirt fah
Exterior painting Is ,np as much time and energylit Larry -.Una got to I •
Oen to repiaoe- roofing in a
another maintenance factor in the prancing blue horse in her -the other day about the fact he Then he matched up someeiali2 year, alibels he may
trousers for his total look.
the long-range budget. Ex- recreation room, but she is had not seen any pongee silk
find that need for replacement
wood surface,ordinarily .delighted Atli_ the unusual
Another was a slack twist
in a long time so he
can vary, says Joseph G. are painted in s
yard -="14M) colors twistedthree to' five guests.
decided to make some. The
Hall, vice-president, building
Mrs. Lawson, an antique onlypongee he could find was
loosely together to give
year cycle in northern parts of
products, for GAF Corp., a
character and pattern - used
the country. For many enthusiast, is helping restore
was too
since
it
and
Japan
in
leading supplier of asphalt
the 100-pound hardwood
as a shirt, suit or sports jacket
homeowners,
to
fall
he
had
for
a
suit
however,
this
light
job
shingles.
to give a buyer a suit and a
has been reduced to a lesser zebra and I25-pound prancing
back on his inventive genius
'Weather and good forlook
created
horse
when
to
the
shirt or a shirt suit with
budget item by use of
again.
tune may give roof several
matching pants. A couple of
materials with permanent the woodcarvers of the Black ,
The result was a pure silk
years additional service," Hall
Forest
of
Germany
finished
finish.
pongee shirt with epaulets, such outfits and the wearer has
said. "We have known Ina multiplicity of choices --- all
A home with non- them back around 1800.
teak buttons and matching
dividual installations to last as
In all, about 30 animals
married to each other.
permanent
pants, part of the bright, light,
siding
may
many as 30 years. But it is a
schedule three paint jobs in the are being restored by --airy and cool-looking Spring
good investment for the
Ancnorage
10-year cycle, but one with- volunteers in
me he his designed for Raffles
Receives Maternity Bill
permanent-finish exterior community for- the new An- "Ilher, of which he is the
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Mrs.
chorage
Childrea's
Museum.
president. Then he added a
would require only repainting
Robert Brassell was granted a
Mrs. Lawsdn, antique matching hat with a wide brim
of trim.
Circuit Court divorce WednesHot
water
heaters advisor for the project, ex- - "but not a kooky wide
day after testifying a hospital
brim."
generally have a 10-year life plained that "we want to
maternity bill alerted her to thse
Kane, who received a Coty
expectancy. The modern restore them to use for children
in the Anchorage area so that • Award last year for men's wear
existance of another ipman.
forced-warm-air furnace has a they
can
appreciate
the
workdesign, has what he calls s
20-year life. Many older manship and historical values
Mrs. Brassell, 29, said he'
philosophical approach to
homes still have the fire-box of of
had rib knowledge that her husthe
old-time
carousel."
little
a
that
is
clothing
men's
coal-burning central heating
band had been associating with
Her husband, Noel, an air
bit different from anyone else:
FRANICFORtrZy. (AP) - systems which have conversion safety investigator for the
woman until she reanother
"Every product is married to
All Kentucky voters would be units dating in the &Cade National
Tranaportation ceived a bill for the birth of a
following
World
-War
-H.
retitiltedto re-register following
Safety Board Bureau o
baby In a Mississippi hospital
meaning there is eno h
the Ncivember election under a Many of these units now must Aviation Safety in Anchorage,
while she was undergoing suranyone
coordination
to
for
be
replaced.
enthused he recently
bill reported favorably Tuesday
.an be treated for
. . ,...S011ieYC
well-dressed.
tzar/ ma Milwaukee hospital, Ltenr3rarit
Major appliances that may was so
by the state Senate Elections wear out, or become ob- took a few days off from work
"You are an individual
"All I had was an operation," -*ears- Sconif PeOPre with
with
the
first
to
phase
help
of
and Constitutional Amendments solescent, within 10 years are
man of taste and you get up in she said. "He was raising an- proper treatment can even live
the project - putting the
a fun lifetime,"'Lincoln says.
Committee.
the morning and start putting other family."
tire refrigerator, washing animals together.
everything together, acThe bill, prepared by the machine and dryer, kitchen
The project, expected to
cessorizing yourself," he said.
Legislative Research Commis- range, dishwasher and the like. take about six months, began
"We make it easy so a man (-an
sion for the interim Elections It is recommended the last
when
October,
reach out like a kid in a candy
of
the
Committee, makes massive re- homeowner plan to install new representatives
equipment
during
the children's museum purchased ,store and take what he wants:.
visions in Kentucky's registra- maintenance decade. While
The common practice in
the 30 hardwood animals from
tion and elections statutes.
replacement generally is made their former owner, a collector
the men's clothing field was for
The measure would establish when a breakdown occurs, the and
one manufacturer to make
carousel operator in
a state board of elections con- budget should provide for it. Wasilla, north of Anchorage.
pants, anther suits afid sports
coats, still another slacks and
In the past decade many
sisting of the secretary of state
Bad
condition
others sweaters, shirts, belts
and two members appointed by homes were built with air
"They had been stored
and hats. The result for the
the governor to administer and conditioning. In 1960, ap- there some years and were
consumer was difficulty in
5
million
supervise election procedures. proximately
residences had central or room quite delapidated," said Mrs.
putting it all together Hght.
Appointed members would rep- air conditioning - mostly the Lawson. "They were in
When Kane started Raffles
resent the two political parties latter. Today, according to terrible condition."
Wear 2 1/2 years ago after a
The voluoteers took pieces
that polled the largest vote in Carrier Corp., 42.6 per cent of
successful career as a designer
for other firms ha-decided on
the last election for state offi- all homes, including apart- of each animal into their
homes
and
the
work
of
putting
/74'N
separates that could be bought
ments. have air conditioning.
cials.
them
together
again
began.
separately or together - and
While much of the equipment
The board would oversee a
Some of the pieces were
/4
he said he thinks if someone
computerized registration sys- is too new for replacement miming. but local woodcarvers
wants to be well-dressed he
.
I,11/Y1_4.
during the 1970s many of the
Psis.
tem and maintain a complete five
should get the entire package.
million room air con- have offered their services free
.
se
oar
list of registered voters by ditioners installed during the in replacing miming parts.
a/
lks14a•.011°
4'
we take a fabric my
OW. °
The real work is tracing the eve"When
county and precinct.
tells me - this black
1950s are long overdue for
i
sialfilaissilk
history of each animal, so it
Election boards also would be replacement.
blazer I'm wearing is crepe
rr
le %silos Mks
.1.
alfiall.s
its
can
exact
be
restored
to
•st
odd
that it also will make
While careful care on a
set up in each county to admin111111t... as s
trousers. We don't call them
y SNOW 111,
ister the statutes locally. The regular basis can keep all original form. Mrs. Lawson is
writing to historical societies
••••• trim elle%
suits but sports coats with
boards would review precinct components in better condition and studying books for the
Et
trousers.
It
matching
works
so
and
extend
years
of
service,
1181
•.:4,..
illige./1111111
boundaries each year and make
details.
a
s
C
I
U
Ø
replacement
is
a
part
of
home
for
well
men
who
dress
used
to
necessary changes to equalize owning.
We are researching each
41111811F "IV
Budgets can be
the weekend now wear theft
'UM? Vifir
population among a county's smaller for new homes, more animal, according to its size,
outfits
to
the
weekend
office."
precincts.
generous for the older house, shape and movement," she
Spring emphasis
The bill would implement the but there should be a planning said. The animals include the
emphasis this spring
giraffes,
"The
flying
zebra,
horses.
federal voting rights act in schedule, and a budget
ponies and black prancing
is on bold, gutsy, braveKentucky allowing persons to allowance, for all.
horses.
looking plaids," he said. "And
vote in elections for president
Once the animals are put
aside from the emphasis on
and vice president regardless
Portrait, Unveiled
together, a photograph must
plaids, they also come in pale.
of whether they met the state's
be taken and a history of the
different looking colors residency requirements to vote
pale, soft yellows blended in
WASHINGTON(AP)- Pres- design of each horse made.
soft pale blues and go on to
for other offices.
idential Counselor Robert H. "Some of thdse designs are
blends of soft, pale reds. And
The only restriction on voting Finch revisited the Department very complicated, with
roses and
there are rope plaids, thick and
in a presidential election would of Health, Education and Wel- handcarved
gargoyles," she said.
thin for depth and dimension.
require a person to register at fare Monday for the unveiling
Then the animals must be
We made them up in coats
least 30 days prior to the elec- of an official portrait com- stripped down, filled in with
with backing. pockets, deep
tion. Anyone who moved less memorating his 17 months as teplaCeriient pieces and
shaped coats.
than 30 days before such an HEW secretary.
sanded, before paihting
Kane's emphasis constantly is on coordination and
election would be permitted to
He said he would have pre- begins.
It is, Mrs. Lawson conhis Spring line he showed an
vote at his former residence ei- ferred to "just hang the picture
indigo blue double knit jacket
ther in person or by absentee and walk away" or wait until cedes, a time consuming
process'. but she isn't comlined with a nautical print in
ballot.
Congress passes the welfare re- plaining. "You become SO
blue and white - and a shirt
Other provisions in the bill form bill which President Nix- involved with the personality
No Limit!
of the same fabric as the lining.
would:
on credited Finch with in- lof each animal) that you
"And therein lies the Raffles
-Allow persons who changed iCating.
become very protective about
look." he said. "One end
ALL WORK DONE
their names to vote after signproduct rests on the other.•'
Finch served as HEW secre- them," she said, "so that the
ing an oath at the polls on elec- tary from January 1969 to June horse and the zebra are
Kane brought out a neN,
practically part of the family."
ON PREMISES!
and improved version of his
tion day. The privilege would
1970, a period he termed diffirainsuit - a suit in a tev
apply mainly to women who cult and exhilarating. "I'm
turized polyester fabric that N
changed their names through
Quality of our work
proud of the time I was secre- Julie Comments On Trip
more water repellant than
marriage.
ST. LOUIS I AP)- Julie Nix- some raincoats. It is lighttary," he said.
is guaranteed to
-Require county clerks to
The painting by C. L. Mac- on Eisenhower jays her moth- weight and some stores shoy. it
print special ballots for absent Nelly of New York shows Finch er's plans while visiting main- without even mentioning ityour satisfaction.
and disabled voters and for seated casually on the edge of land China sound more inter- rain shedding qualities. One in
ground
dark
emergencies.
blue had an ecru
a desk. It will be hung outside esting than those of President
with blue paisley lining - and
-Abplish September primary the secretary's office-with those
Convenient
elections km local offices and,. of other former heads orthe de"She had to find long under- matching shirt. Another was in
reddish
Britishtan
a
with
require them to be held at the
wear, boots and a warm coat to
partment.
paisley on ecru lining.
Drive-In
same time as the regular. state
wear because she will be out
He
had some other ideas
_
primary.
with
the
FRANZ SCHUBERT
people visiting schools; or spring, too. Ribbon had not
Window Service
-Allow any citizen to inspect
Famed composer Franz factories, hospitals, a corn- been around in a long time iito
or.make copies of any registra- Schubert was barn an Jan. 31, mime," Mrs. Eisenhower
•linanailto shirtweight
tion tecord_wittgaLcharge—, _ Un And
Thursday of...the First Lady,
faltrietutel costered.the_fly front'- 41Nsimmimr
-s
-
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-He told her leukemia was "a disease, nut a curse." Some
patients come to think of it in a
svm1x)lic light, the hand of
God or something. But
professionally. I've seen it as a
disease and could handle it as
"I believe in research such.
By KAllILEEN WI/MEYER
"The thing which provided
therapy. Nancy did. too."
SANTA MONICA, Calif.
Leaving their son, John, the closeness that she and I
(UPI) - One morning last
now 4, and Elizabeth, now 6, had was to deal with life in a
February, with her husband's
way.
the Lincolns flew to Houston. professional
stethoscope on her chest,
where Nancy spent nearly Professionalism doesn't mean
Nancy Lincoln died.
three months in a germ-free you care less. It means you can
The 41-year-old mother of
isolation chamber at M.D. care more."
two had lived nearly two years
Anderson
Hospital, unlonger than doctors had
Approval
Poll
dergoing massive rug thera
zpj,
possible.
prescribed by a computerized
oday her husband, Dr.
program tailorrnade for her
PRINCETON, N.J. (AP) Tom Lincoln, a medical
ific case. Lincoln helped Fifty-three per cent of the pubresearch expert at the Rand
an her treatment.
lic approves of President NixCorp. government "think
P Ten weeks later, the on's performance in office,
tank' here, is using data he
acdisease was in remission.
comoiled- - during his
- The- thicolns splurged on cording to a recent Gallup Poll.
terminal illness to try to keep
The President's popularity
$1,000 worth of new clothes
other leukemia patients alive
and took off for a sewnd_ rating is the highest since Octolong enough for science to find
noim in
-Wegfilien he-fetasterad $4 Par
a cure.
disease reappeared, cent approval, and four points
Lincoln
works
with
but in the meantime Nancy higher than in January.
computers to
set
up
Lincoln went home and
mathematical simulations of
continued to care for her
leukemia, in an effort to learn
toddlers. .She took Spanish
Potanuti
how to control the disease, lessons so she would
be able to
much as diabetes can be
choose a good Spanish- (WELCOME YOUR HEART
controlled.
speaking housekeeper to take
FUND VOLUNTEER ON
With diabetes, you um a shargeolher home and family. JdEART
SUNDAY,
replacement therapy,'Lierein
FEB.27.
"If you' can't cure the
explained. "With leukemia,
tient, vu. youit him t hay
it/s-a-counter-therapy: 4t'ts
e-best Tile possible:Yr
curable
yet,
but
in
says.
chemotherapy, - we may . be
Her firtit-fliree lniinllW
following a pathway which will
were spent in the hospital, but
lead to a cure.
other than that, hospitalization
"It's an interim tool we
was rare. The quaky of her
have to shAen, and mean- life was good
---wseasswa•
while wi- are understanding
Lincoln
felt
he
and
Nancy
the disease better and keeping
were luck - beating the
the patient alive and in medical
....1111111
and gning
gaining an
health.
±itdditiats --liio years of life
rutcolns had
Married 15 years in February; aastrustr.—
1969, when doctors gave her
.-memanimminsenna,
from six weeks to three months
to live.
There are two ways to deal
with incurable illness, Lincoln
LATEST IN NEW EQUIPMENT!!
says. The patient can stay
home and wait to die, taking
including Steam Bath and/or Massage
medication to stop the pain.
"There's certainly a
Advanced Memberships at Reduced Rates
rationale for that," Lincoln
Now Available thru April 1
says. "You don't want to run
the risks and there's more
EXTRA BONUS FOR THE FIRST 75
certainty
most patients
don't want to fight it."
'Brinkmanship'
The Lincolns chose the
other way - what Lincoln
describes as "medical brinkmanship" - a high risk
program involving medical
research and experimentation.
•
1205 Chestnut Street
Leukemia sometimes can
be arrested to the point that
the blood and bone marrow
Appea..normal
r.
and Alm.
can live a near normal life,

her turning

weer-The-bright andlight
line far,this spring

Bill Would
Require Voters
To Re-Register

Rails

r

hon,K

* OPENING SOON—*
Shapemakers Health Club of Murray

Phone 753-2962

SCOTT DRUG

11
WilIBE OPEN £YERY.IWO
•
and Sundry Needs

-Open 12:00

a.m.

till 6:00 pan.

DRY CLEANING'

SPECIAL

Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday, February 21 22 23

PLAIN
DRESSES
2-PC. SUITS
(Ladies o Mens)

-

98'

Fur Trim & Maxi Extra
NO LIMIT!

Week Long

Laundered to
Perfection!

Shirt Special

Slacks

I1 Trousers

49!

k.
i •iine
iv:
49P-0
r:
itli 1\f3

ONE lt
i HOUR
CLEKNERS

No Limit!

One HOUR
b
DRY
cLeaneRs
Central
Shopping
Center
Phone 753-9084
— OPEN 7 A.M.-6 P.M

6,6

.166,

_

•-.1;a:),
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Lew of career mother - working !Mather, worries that
her career takes her away from
her family too much.
S•S all career mothers

By RENA PEDERSON!ALIAS 1UP11 - Carol
Channing,. like many a

CH. 3

CH. 4 .

WSIL

WSM

,
Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday
- CH. 8
, CH. 5
CH. 12
•
CH. 6

•

.
6:00 News
6:00 Sunrise
Mar.
7:00 Today
630 McCoys
6:00 RalphEmerY 6:00
7:00 Today --- 6:30 N'Ville
AM 100 Dinah
630 Break. Show
700 Bozo
7.00 Today
Korn. 930 concent. -- 8:30 Romper
. ___ 7:55 Kitt.
7:00 News
-9:00 Dinah
9;00 Dinah's
COO Kangaroo
0:00 Kangaroo
Concen.
10:00 Sale Cen.
ism Lucy
9:30Concentration 9:30
9:00
Tell-Truth
9:00
Lucy
Sale-Cen.
1030 Squares
10:00
9:30 Hillbillies
1000 Sale-of
.11•30
T or C
9:30 My 3 Sons
W30 Squares
•
11:011 Jeopardy
J
1000 Mov.Game
Century
10:00
Fm. Affair
"" Fam• A01.4r.Oho-yyhere 10:30 That Girl
10:30 Squares ---=1:00 Jorrardv --":1441
10:30 Love of Life 11:55 News
10:30 Love-Life
Bewitched
11:00
ii,KueopardY
11:0
3Xoon
11:00 Heart Is
11:00 Where Heart
WW
12:00 Child-Me11:30 Flipper
11 30 who-what- 12:
11:25 News
11,30 Search
Too
1:00 Our Lives
12:00 My Children 1130 Search
Where
12:00
Singing
Con.
12:30 News
1:30 Doctors,
12:30 Make-Deal
11:55 News
12 -25 News
12:00 Farm
Pic12:45 PastorSpeaks 1:00 Newlyweds
Noon Show 2:00 An. World
, 12:00
.
1205 News
12:30 World Turns 1:do
Promise
2:30
Our
Lives
Lives
1:30 Dating
12:30 World Turns'
1:00 Our
Love
Is
1:00
I:30 330
,
sors, ______‘,4100 S_ryterset
„...,s
,
.._1:30 Doctorl
2:130 :OWL 149.0P,- _4:00 Love.
Many
Guiding ‘--3,
' S•00 Another World 2:30 One Life ,
3:30 Virginian *---'•"
2:00 Another
1:30 Guiding Light
' Bri
2:00 Secret Storm 2:30
5:00mayberry
World
2:00 secret storm
ght promise 3:00 Password
2:30 Secret Storm
g:ss weer..Spts. ..:
.
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Love Am.
Night
2:30 Bright
2:30 Edge
.-z 30 Edge of Night -"‘"3ST70-Weers
:30 Calendar
-4:00 Jeannie—.
Promise
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
Pyle
3:00 Gomer
Gilligan
3:35
3:30
3:00 Mayberry
Dragnet
4:30
Green
Acres
4:30
Popeye
3:30 Virginian
4:00 Gilligan
News
7:00 Laugh-1n
5:00
Hazel
3: 30 Movie
500
4:00 Movie
4:30 Dan Boone
5:25 News
11:00 Movies
6:30 Circus
5:30 News
5:25 News
5:30 News
10:00 News
6:00 News
7:00 Special
6:00 News
6:30 Wanted:
6:00
10:30 Tonight
News
Movie
Gunsmoke
6:00 News
0:00
7:00
7:00 Gunsmoke
6:30 Green Acres 10:00 News
6:30- Bewitched
0:00 Lucy
0:00 Lucy
7:00 7:00 Saeeiel
Laugh
In
7:00
10:30 Basketball
0:30 Doris Day
0:30 Doris Day
8:00 Movie
12:00 Cavett
9:00 Sonny a Cher
9:00 Sonny & Cher 8:00 Movies
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
10:00 News
Cavett
10:30
Tonight
10:30
70:30 Movie
10:30 Mason
11:30 Movie
_

9:00 Psychiatrist
9:30 Devotions
9:45 Movie
11:35 The Answer
11:50 Sewing
12:00 Gourmet
12:30 3 on a Match
1:00 News
,
1:03 Movie Game
1:30 Movie
300 Monsters '

3:311 Fury
4:00 Bozo
5:00 superman
530 McHales
5:51 News

felto
-- '

6:00 Country MOM
6:30 Theatrollf-8:30 The Salmi
9:30 Creat. -WOW
10:00 News
10:30 Theatre
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ists with no financial interest in
a theater from provisions of the
statute against obscenity, by
Rep. James Yocom,D-Shively.
-To require a permit from
the proposed new Department

IN 11-415 ORA
OF RAG.)P-1
TOIZ IZE14TE•
04•40.40E., 608214G
()Pot.) THE ,1Z1
TI Des' AF

and Cecilia Sias,,
"If I could have any wish
in the world, it would be to
keep on performing," she said
and she blinked those threeinch false eyelashes to show
she meant it.
"I'm terribly lucky my
husband is gifted as a
producer-organizer and I'm
-and our
gifted-as a
child likes Totti7ferus. That
way my career meshes with the
family instead of tearing it
apart.
Right now, her whirling,
three-ring career -include,

••• WE'RE ALL
HOME•ftY

MINE IS,
AIN'T
FT YET.

TOW

LLOOICAL.

commissioner, by Baker.
-To double the pay of Jefferson County constables from $75
a month to $150, by Baker.
-To authorize the operation
of kindergartens in Kentucky
-beginning With the 1973-74 fiscal
year; by Sen. Walter Huddles-

ATLANTA, Ga. (AP) - A
Air detects cancer
MONTREAL (UPII Inserting air in a patient's
armpit can help detect cancer
that may have spread from the
breast to the lymph nodes in
that area, according to Dr.
Ouimet-Oliva,
I)enise

/

9
4
,
•
4

4
'01:61,1100ftlaNdOOMM
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Sunday,
February 20
7:00 ZOOM: An imaginative
new series, by and for kids
seven to twelve years old,
and using materials from
young viewers all over the
U. S. (C)
7:30 FRENCH CHEF: To Stuff
a Cabbage:

1140 FIRING LINE: _William
F. Buckley, Jr. goes to South-.
east Asia for a look at the

—

TOKYO (UPI - The
best-selling book in Japan
during 197 1 was an historical
study written by an author
whoop identity was hidden in
mystery and controversy.
The popular "Nihonjin To
Yudayajm
(The Japanese
and the Jew I was written in
Japanese by Izaya Benda, who
the publishers claimed was a
foreign Jew who grew up in
Japan.
Some critics said they
doubted any foreigner could
such a knowledge of
Y;
silim
ese culture and Japan's
wntten lahguage. Efforts by
Japanese newspapers to trace
the author to the United States
failed. and the publisher
remained silent.
A book on Japanese
etiquette was the nation's
second best-seller. In third
place was "Rabu Sutori," a

MuVie debut
HOLLYWOOD (DPI) Comedienne Lily Tomlin will
debut
in the title ro e of "The
Maiden." a novel by Cyenthia

ietnam war, and to _Egypt
and Israel to examine- peace

spects. (C)
MASTERPIECE THEA.a
TRE: Elizabeth R: The MarGame:
Elinbeth's
riage
council urges her to marry
and produce an heir to the
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Covington
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REVIEW: Three of Washington's top-ranked journalists
and a special guest newsman
examine the week's major
news stories. (C)

Tuesday,
February 22

0:00 BLACK JOURNAL: Who
Killed Malcolm? The anniversary of the death of Malcolm X is commemorated.
8:30 THIS WEEK: Bill Moyers
is anchorman for this indepth analysis of a major
news story of the week, with
on-the-spot coverage and
background. (Cl
8:00 VIBRATIONS: A new
musical series featuring a
wIde variety of artists, including Victor Sorge, Benny
Goodman, Dave Brubeck,
Gene Krupa and- the Nei•
York Pro Musical. (C)

4:00 MR. ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
0:00 WINDOW TO THE CLAIM.
ROOM.
1:30 COMMUNITY TV NIGH
SCHOOL. (R)
7:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(R) 10:00
(C)

10:30 THIRTY

-throne. fC1
11145 DAVID LITTLEJOHN:
CRITIC AT LARGE: Books I
Liked in 1971: Littlejohn
Selects his favorite reading
material, ranging from Graham Greene's "A Sort of
Life" to Pauline Kael's "Citizen Kane." (C)

MINUTES
7:30 YOUNG MUSICAL ART.-Withi-NOwswernan and WashfITS-: t I.wko Yaltlite. (t..)
Monthly, Elizabeth Drew in8:00 BOOK BEAT: Henry 4,0°/".1"14b3r--111-14"aillic
terviews a major national or
James the Great: .
international figure. (C)
8:30 ADVOCATES.
II:00 NET BIOGRAPHY: Col- 1110 PANNED: For health
tette: Reminiscences by the Professionals only. (C)
French writer Collette of
Iltasiing 143 and especially of
her mother. (C)

Monday,
-February 21

Wednesday,
February 23

4:00 MR. ROGERS' NEIGH- 4:00 MR. ROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
BORHOOD. (C)
4:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(C) 4:3014,ECTRIC COMPANY.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
5:00 SESAME STREET.(C)
1:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASS- 11:00 WINDOW TO THE CLASSROOM:
Kentucky Is My Land
ROOM: Math. 4 Orientation.
0:30 PUT IT 'IN WRITING: (C)
1:20 CALLING ALL CONSUMVerbs-the Heart of the
ERS.1
in
7:* ELECTRIC COMPANY (C) 6125 LAW OF THE LAND.
0:30 HOW DO YOUR CHIL(R)
7:311 COMMUNITY TV HIGH OREN GROW: Let's Civilize
SCHOOL: Colonial Struggle, Up Around Here!
7:00 ELECTRIC COMPANY.(R)
Emergence of a Nation.
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK: (C)
The Politics of Woody Allen: 7:30 COMMUNITY TV *OH
Hilarious spoof on the role SCHOOL: United
States
of Presidential advisers. (C) Moves Toward Recognition
.1111-8
World
'Power.
WAININGTON WEE*444--

Thursday,
February 24
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.Ch. 25 WKAS
-Ch. 35 WKMA Madisonville
Ch. 53 WKGB
Ch. 38.WKMR Morehead
Ch. 21 WKMU Murray-Mayfield Ch. 54 WCVN
Ch. 23 WKZT
Ch. 52 WKON Owenton
Ch, 35 WKHA
Ch. 22'WKPI Pikeville
Ch. 46 WKLE
Ch. 29 WKSO Somerset
h ' WKM
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Flu May Have t
Run its -Course

39

-To allow the Louisville police judge to appoint a jury

upcoming television yierformances on "Laugh-In,"
"The Flip Wilson Show."
"The Dick Van Dyke Show."
And then there's that musical
David Merrick is working up
for her in New York, and
another play being scripted for
her in Loxin, and a possible
"Thoroughly
sequel
to
Modern Millie" and maybe a
movie version of 'Thornton
Wilder's "The Skin of Our
Teeth."
"The thing Fm the most

Japanese
best seller
'

AINI. ,11116
•••
. "MI
.111b..
.6416,

copy of ."Variety" dominated
the coffee table, but the
television and desk top were

excited about is an album of
country western music we're
working on. I can feel the
music right down to my toes
and besides, my son wants me
to do it." she said.

BATHROOMS

-..C.

Other bills were introduced:
month old baby
-To exempt movie projeo--*even
and live in
Chriatiai,
Anna
tknists or assistant rojection-

spokesman for the Communicable Disease Center says
covered with fami v DI
ctures
'
"
l
Hong Kong flu may have run
- "You see, when my family
gets angry with me for being
its course.
late to go to the movies, I don't
Of the nine major reporting
Protection
to
Environmental
on
have to bake them brownies or
areas in the country, he said,
chemany
deposit
or
transport
darn their socks," she ,said. "I
only the Mountain and New
just give an extra
ical or biological waste, by
3.1a1eS listed
at N-Qtre flameti
zadi°1°gial-wa)
"'s-RWCati Nett, D-1,45tivilTh7
t
ntfent'ance
Hoye.
in the number of deaths attribw. They forgive and tell me
textbooks
-To provide free
method which she uted to influenss, a0 they I
not so bad Idtar for high school
y-n- Wsur aiillography, requires were small.
studentarta
7-all
'
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The process would begift-ia---such as "Marcello" in Puccini's Warlock, Handel, Arne and
BOheme," "Sgt. Belcore" Schubert,. The program is free
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who in Donizetti's "L'Elisir d' and open to the public.
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and Broadway
I.,trice, is married to televiaion
Charles Lowe. Their
i'li,ear-old son Channing
,isse, currently is studying at
V. illiams College.
"He wants to be a writer
and I'111 so proud. I don't
guess this has been the worst
training in the world for him,"
Miss Charming said.
Their family life is one of
suitcases and hotels - onethird of the year at the Beverly
Wilshire in Hollywood,_onethird at the Waldorf Astoria in
New York and one-third in
London.
"It's a lovely life," she
said, eople ja-e always dyini
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------Aageff is
A faculty-guest
will be presentc‘Sunday, Feb. professor in the School of Music
20, at 3 p.m. in the Home and holds degrees from Wayne
Economics Auditorium at State University and the
Southern Illinois University at University of Missouri. He is a -_ Carbondale. Soloists will be frequent recital, coneert and
Burt Kageff, tenor, and Jeff oratorio performer and has 0
Foote, baritone.
appeared with the Detroit,
FRANKFORT,Ky.( AP)--A
Foote holds degrees from the Cleveland and Akron
proposed constitutional amendt•--A-University of Illinois and is phonies.
ment to expand the Court of ---k-currently teaching voice at
Assisting Foote and Kageff
Appeals from seven to II Murray State University. His will be George Hussey, oboe,
judges was introduced-Thera--- background includes nearly all Marjorie Frazee, piano, and
day by Sen. Scott
phases of music,from nightclub Torn Baker, piano. The
Louisville.
entertainer to • operatic roles
Includes works by

anus, legs, eyes

homes where both parents
have careels and that made me
feel better."
Miss Charming, 5'-9" of

feel
she said, batting
her big brown eyes, but I've
read where the most welladjusted children come from
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SERVICES OFFERED

NOTICE

FOR SALE

HI! GET Yriiiillassamow%I.,„UtAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
or chain saw repaired. East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will
Rotatiller
I vicsidet welt hits ttle-sr
Where? 4th St. Ashland Station, finance two-thirds at $135.00 a
4.4 rwrat
otoorriwire Lira
400 N. 4th.
F19C Juonth. Call 753-6202 or 753r;sus yet ;rya 'taw,
TFC
3648.
ws ev• 4•1.
IN1 ERIOR, EXTERIOR
painting; any size job. All work MAGNOLIA MOBILE home,
plate Lunches 81.10
guaranteed.
Use tint quality Irxer, extra fine. A-0 Coach
Choice of one meat and three vegetables.
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve Estates. Central heat and air, all
Selction Varied daily. Served Noon and Night
Todd,7518495_ _February 21( electric, heat tape, underpenned.
or
Two bedrooms, large bath,
Homemade chili
Spaghetti
fully
Open Mon.-Fri
Shrimp plate
Sandwiches
PIANO MAJOR at University washer and dryer included,
recently
6:30 a.m. to 8.00 p.m.
T-Bone steak
Salads
will give private piano lessons for carpeted, new drapes,
Rib Eye steak Pies
beginning to advanced students. painted. Many other extras. You
by
Shakes
Phone 753-4421
Phone 753-3549.
F19P must see to appreciate. Drive
and look, then call for appointment, 753-4307 after 5:00 or
PERSONAL INCOME tax ser- 762-2851(wort).
March 6C
16th & Olive
vice by appointment. Phone 436Plenty of free parking on both sides of Olive St.,
F29C
2145.
(For Customers Only)
WHITE POODLE will sell
cheap,call 952411447-P2IC
REFTNIFSHING,
FURNITURE
CARPORT SALE, Saturday. all work guaranteed. Free pick
10'850' TWO BEDROOM mobile
February 19th from 10:00 a.m. till up and delivery. Free estimate.
home,furnished, air conditioned,
Jerry
finish.
natural
or
Antique
4:00 p.m. at 1604 Sunset Drive.
heat. Phone 753-8568
Marchl6C electric
Many items; Royal typewriter McCoy,753-3045.
F24P
after 5:00 p.m.
and antique glassware. No sale in
HI!
TRAINED mechanics on
case of rain. Phone 753-1575. F19C
duty. All work guaranteed. BABY BED,rocking horse, potty
chair, high chair and stroller.
Where._ The ___46..IL_ Ashland
F21C
iStation,400N.Oh.7$24148. F19C Phone 753-9917. ---

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LP ALBUM-SALE
25c

FOR RENT

dTOl't,:
.Allan Worms IsNi i.5

TWO BEDROOM trailer one mile
from Murray. Phone Jimmy
F22P
Stallons, Cadiz 522-6332.

LEXINGTON, KY.-Dr. :been
Allan J. Worms has
DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five roons named to a new position
Priced from
and bath, central heat and air, coordinating research and
and up
carpet throughout, extra large Extension efforts of the
* ALSO *
master bedroom, range. Days University of Kentucky College
Phone 753-3848 or 7534202 after of Agriculture in the fields of
TFC" rural community development
5:00 p.m.
New Shipment of
. and agricultural environment.
_
DUPLEX APARTMENT, four His appointment was anlarge rooms and bath, gas heat. nounced by Dr. Charles E.
Furnished or unfurnished. Phone Barnhart, Dean of the UK
for our ANNUAL SALE NOW IN PROGRESS!!
F19C College of Agriculture.
489-2595.
Worms is the new Assistant
Director for Development and
TWO BEDROOM furnished Agricultural Environment for
apartment, fully carpeted, the College of Agriculture's
Dixieland Center on Chestnut Street
central air and heat. Good Cooperative EslerlaiettAerzice_
ormcinut...i
rI303:107
,
and Agriculturar-Experiment
F23C Station.
Phone 753-4331.
NEW AND Used tractor tires. .FREE WASHER and dryer withr.____
"The growing importance of
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy purchase of our new 1972 Fairshop or body shop for environment and the public's
UP
CLEAN
February.
of
month
during
way
Co.
Tractor
service. Vinson
rent on Highway 641 near Mid- concern for improving enITC 65'x12% two full baths, three way.Fbone 753-5311.
Phone 753-4892.
F26C vironment in rural areas of the
carpet
shag
bedrooms,
state has made it necessary for
throughout, Mediterranean
HOME; mobile us to develop programs in this
FORD TRACTOR, 3,000 diesel, decor, double door frost free FURNISHED
Nice
home and apartment.
area", Crean Bariihart said.
1969 model. SOS dia_c
efrig_ergtor,_ eye level oven
---t•ondition.-Reasonable rent.."We have had programs in
cultivator. Ford 6' busiihog, two deluxe furniture. Housetype
row Ford corn planter, one row insulation, hurricane strap and -Phone 75)47I or 7534333 after rural development for some
Fl9C time, and we felt these were
collar,
SUEDE
mink
COAT,
size
corn picker and wagon. Also 1953 bay windows. Bill's Mobile 4:30 p.m.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
9. $40.00. Like new. Phone 753- Ford 1
related to the general area of
ton
All
truck.
grain
HighBeltline
753South
Camp,
3900
Homes,
work.
hoe
Rex
Phone
Central Shopping Center
U.S. 641 North
F21C equipment in. good condition. way, Paducah, Kentucky. Phone NICE FURNISHED two bedroom agricultural
environment.
TFC 7435.
5933.
Murray, Ky. 42071
F28C apartment, married couple only. Therefore, we have created a
F19C 443-6150.
Phone 436-2172.
Located 100 South 13th Street. new post to coordinate
SEAMLESS FLOORS by Readco.''NO REGRET, the best yet; Blue
Free estimates. Phone 753May be seen at Kelly's Pest programs, research, faculty
Lustre cleans beautifully. Rent
PLATE
CHILD'S
- ALWAYS ATTENDED 2428.
F21C and staff to give added attention
F22C electric shampooer $1. Big K, STRAWBERRIES, STARK red
Control.
(under 12 years)
to agricultural environment and
We have the best laundering equipment.Belaire Shopping Center. Fl9C Giant Plants, fruit trees. Phone
Meat and 2 vegetables or
LARGE ROOM with private rural community developINCPME. TAX service-M B A.
753-6051.
F21P
At The Lowest Prices
french
o
Here
fries...$.49
entrance. Kitchen privileges if ment."
Tax Experience. Phone 753-6260 TRAILER PARK with 17 spaces.
4
Go 753 4953
Ask attendant about quantity discount washer tickets.
Reasonable East of Murray on Hwy. 94. Will ASSUME
appointment.
F21C
desired. Phone 753-1387.
for
Worm recently completed his
Open daily 8:00 A.M. to 10:00 P.M.
PAYMENTS of $10.
March 2P finance two-thirds at $135.00 a on
doctoral program in recreation
rates
repossessed Magnovox co
NEW THREE bedroom home in and resources development at
month. Call 753-6202 or 753sole stereo AM-FM. Leach'
Panorama Shores. Furnished or Texas A & M University, with
3648.
TFC Music & TV,Dixieland CenELECTROLUX SALES 4 Ser- FRIENDS, WHY pay more? You
FULL BLOODED German
PAINT CONTRACTING
unfurnished. Will rent to college emphasis on environmental
vices, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. get the best for less at Discount
ter.
Shepherd puppies. Six weeks old,
Exterior or Interior
10 GALLON Aquarium, complete
students or family. No phone, for characteristics for regional •
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- Sewing and Stereo Center at
dewormed. Phone 753-7833 or see
Quality workmanship
with stand. Phone 753-8078 bet- ANTIQUE
further information can be seen resource and tourism planning.
TFC Hazel, Kentucky, so drive a little
mington, Kentucky.
AUTO, 1933 Esse Lenice Coles.
F19C
and save a lot on the worlds finest , Erre estimate
ft2iact He also did work in sociology
ween 9:00 a.m. and 5:00p.m. Fl
ightl.eF
n trurn
s,
oreo
ahSohuse
at P
inenrfairmst
yia
Terraplane, valued at $650.00
sewing machines and stereo I
_
and regional and urban planCall 7534404
sell
Will
or trade for nice fishi
equipthint. We service what we 1.
--MUSIC SALE
ning. A native of Illinois, he has
AUTOS FOR SALE
rig or runabout. 514 South 6th
F23C BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, MOBILE HOME 10'x50', fursell.
un- a BA in wildlife management
BEDROOM
THREE
Street, phone 753-5252.
F22C
Ts setae labia Wailers
1968 CHEVET 1S. 396 SS, four furnished house, city gas, and a MS in recreation and
also bank gravel, fill dirt and nished, fully carpeted,* conestakt. Old mod new sheet
education
from
topsoil. Phone Hardin 354-8569 or ditioned. Good condition. Phone 1970 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60', speed. Extra nice. 33,000 actual garage. $65.00. In Hazel. Phone outdoor
musk and books. Etude
-P&P Southern.Illinois-University-.
:Cam-be-seen at- the- Astra Farmington.382-2299.
3544161 after 8:00 p.m Mar.9C Farmington 345-2506.
lOcarteirufFWMeadolfs Traffei
magazines, back to 1920's,
Worms
resource
a
as
served
F21C
Murray.
in
Wash
Car
Park, No. 11-9. This mobile home
Clavier
Magazines,
development specialist in
FOR ALL your home additions PET CHINCHILLA rabbits. has dnderpenning,Ansulated
THREE ROOM and bath apartMetronomes. In - the
Phone...
Phone
753-8509.
economic recreation and
alterations, remodeling, etc
eater piOes78'xIrtoeCiele patio 1"°LDS 98 two-door hard
). ments. Available immediately.
"
corrider between old and
Free Estimates. Phone 753and awning, metal storage all power, air, white with blac Phone R.W. Churchill, 753-8395 or tourism for the Cooperative
new Fine Arts Building at
green
AFGHAN,
CROCHETED
Extension Service in western
Reason
vinyl
interior.
black
roof,
TFC
6123.
building, air conditioned, carF22C
753-2736.
U. Take elevator to I-U,
wool 70"x48". Phone 753-8982
Kentucky before working on his
Before 5:00 p.m.
peting, washer, dryer hookups, for selling, going overseas. Phone
Wednesday, February 23.
.47 111.
p.m.
F19P
6:00
after
at Texas A & M. He
doctorate
house
and
baby-sitting
DO
WILL
753-7828.
all natural gas with double oven.
Of
has also worked as a recreation
cleaning in your home, Monday
HELP WANTED
possession. Phone
Immediate
a
for
private
planner
threugh Friday. Experienced. OVAL MAPLE dining table, one 753-8964 after 4:00 p.m.
F22C 1968 CAMARO, automatic with
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Fl9P
• -a F19C leaf. Phone 753-7293.
air conditioning, Crager mags WANTED COOKS and waitress. development company and in
installation. Phone 753-7850. TFC
Between 6:00 p.m. Phone 492-8190.
HOUSE TRAILER,fire damage, and new tires. Excellent con- Apply in person, no phone calls. various wildlife and research
rour
programs
and private business
7:00 p.m. In The HILL'S BEAUTY Shop in Hazel PONY FOR sale. Phone 436F22C itl
10'x55% two bedroqms, 1963 dition. Phone 753-2437 or 437- F22c Southsicie Restaurant.
Fl9P
Illinois.
now has Perm-Allure eye lashes. 5523.
model. New Moon, air con- 4529.
Evening
For appointment phone 492ditioned. $350.00. Phone 753-7856
If you know your rou
INSURANCE INSPECTOR,
Fl9C Go o'n a "Health & Wealth
8722.
call
or 7534231.
please
F22C 1950 TWO-- DOOR deluxe part-time, must have car and
number,
boy's
Kick With Our
Plymouth sedan, 1972 license. polaroid camera. Write: Box
him first. If you get no
VEGETABLE PLATE
FIVE INSIDE doors. one Very good condition. Philo" 753- 18226, Louisville, Ky. 40218. ITC
TRACTOR REPAIR work
results then call John
Fl9C
commode and two lavatories See 1464.
Experienced mechanic on duty. 3 for LW Here or Go
Pasco , Jr. at the above
at the Ledger & Times office, 103
We make field service calls day
number during the hours
WANT TO BUY
9 RIANGLE INN North 4th Street.
1114.11
or night. Phone 753-9879 or 7 '
TFNC 1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA'two
listed
March 17
9857.
door hardtop. Power steering,
the
of
labor •
Most
and seats. WANT TO BUY good used boy's organizations in Kentucky subHANNAH'S husband Hector 1,200 BALES OF good grass hay, brakes, windows
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE hates hard work so he cleans the Timothy and Red Top mixed. Factory air. Excellent condition. bicycle. Phone 753-8249. F19NC ject to the Labor Management
rugs with Blue Lustre. Rent Phone 345-2525 or see H. S. Phone 753-7663 or 767-3721. F23C
Reporting and Disclosure Act
electric shampooer ill. Begley Rogers, Browns Grove.
WANT TO BUY one or two yea ( I.MRDA
F22P
must file annual
Drug Store, Central Shoppin
1967 CHEVELLE FOUR door, 6 old 15' to 16' Runabout with walk reports with the U.S. DepartCenter.
F19C
cylinder automatic, radio and through windshield, 60 to 80 H.P. ment of Labor by March 31,
Take along a sack full.
heater, low mileage. $750.00. Phone 753-2522.
according to Homer E. Krog,
The R.B. Parker Farm, 95 acres, 23,4 miles East of
Country Ham on a Biscuit.
F19C
Phone 436-2427.
area administrator of the
Murray on Outland School Road. Highly fertile crop land.
$.25 or 4 for 1.89.
Good 2 bedroom cottage with bath. 2 excellent metal grain
Labor
department's
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
1966 FORD STATION wagon, one
bins, holding 6,600 bushels. Over 2,000 ft. road frontage,
Management Services Ad
TRIANGLE INN
owner, low mileage, excellent
only 1,600 feet to public water main. This property has
PROFESSIONAL-OFFICE space ministration serving the state
condition. All the extras. Phone
high potential for farming, developing or recreational
available. For information
"Most of Kentucky's 901
F24C
MOTORCYCLE BOOTS, size 753-3222 after 6:00 p.m.
23-1/16x35"
activity.
contact Bruce Thomas at Federal unions close their books for the
•
8%.$60.00 new, worn twice. Sell
Savings and Loan, Main Street in fiscal year on December 91. The
.009 Thick
for $40.00. Phone 753-8237 after 1967 DODGE PICKUP heavy Murray or phone 753-7921. TFC law requires that unions, both
perfect
are
plates
These
F25NC duty 4 speed. 1940 Ford sedan,
5:00 p.m.
nonand
government_
good shape. Phone 753-6782 or see
When a maintenance man
roofing
or
siding
for
government,file their financial
forgets to scrvice a Ouincy
Kirk1610
‘t
CLOTHES,
Adams
MATERNITY
Hugh
-.reports within 90 days after the
Compressor. no riama4c is
barns forplacing
F21P
spring and summer, sizes 9-10. wood.
&Inc because a built.in
end of their fiscal year,
or
1140
Box
502487-1161.
P.O.
Phone
Ky.
Louisville,
6:00
after
753-6317
Phone
remembers
safety feature
around- bottom of
report forms for government,
door
four
OLDSMOBILE
and takes the load off the
F22C 1963
p.m.
February 16, 1972'
for other unions.
'LM'
mobile homes to keep
compressor. elim.ration
sedan. Body and paint good, ADULTS 107
"Unions with annual receipts
damage. Write or call for
2 STORY BRICK Veneer on MODERATELY PRICED 3 out the wind and snow, ONE REGISTERED Appaloosa, motor and transmission fair.
/
11
.4
NURSERY
details.
over $30,000 and all unions in
Elm Street. Basement, four bedroom home. Carpeted, cenmare, also one Saddle King First $125.00. See at 802 North
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS ' -trusteeship during the year
THE WORLD'S FINEST
conditioning, and for many other
air
kitchen,
and
heating
tral
room,
dining
bedrooms,
COMPRESSORS
AIR
F19C Baby Boy Roberts (Mrs.
F25C 20th Street.
•
saddle. Phone 436-2258.
'ilea detailed repert-i-12111--We have a large selection of
lit baths, large living room with built-in stove and dishwahser, uses such as
Phyllis Roberts),Rt. 5:Murray. 2. Unions with less than $30,000
compressors to Sell, Trade or fireplace. Phone 753-8556. F21C closed garage, and a patio of4
bed,
wide
long
FORD,
1959
12'x15' NYLON RUG and pad,
Rent!
Baby Boy Gills(Mrs.Sharon Jo
"building out"
fering relative privacy. Available
annual receipts may file a
DIXIELAND
beige two piece brown and tap speed, new tires. Good con- Gills), Rt. 1, Baby Boy Veazey
Call
1972.
May
occupancy-mid
for
simplified one-page report, LMF22C
mice
or
753-2967.
Phone
rats.
dition.
bedroom brick
TWO
LARGE
living
room
753suite. Phone
(Mrs. Nancy Veazey), 1900 3" Krog said.
COMPRESSOR CO.
March 21P
Has large den, living room, 753-7966.
5505.
F22C 1965-CHEVELLE SS 327,4 speed Sherri, Murray.
He said the unions of the
built-in
dining room, kitchen with
Phone 753-3018
newly organized U.S. Postal
Clean, good tires. Looks good
stove and dishwasher. Carpeted
DISMISSALS
Phone
GOOD 72 A.C. Combine.
KEENLAND DRIVE; 142 story, 3 Call at
IT
401 N. 4th
Phone 753-4670.
throughout. carport with outside
Miss Pearl Mae Muskgrove, Service must now file the. LM
F22P
4024747 before 8 00p.m
bedrooms, 142 baths, carpeted
storage. See at 1309 Overby. For
Cherry St., Murray, Miss reports required of regular
205
living room and separate dining
FOR SALE OR TRADE
appointment phone 753-6650. F23C
Gayle Waldrop, Rt. 1, unions.
Tammie
room. Kitchen with all built ins,
"Unions of, strictly governthe
When
outside
weather
Master Charles
103 N. 4th St.
1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT Mayfield,
family rooin, library and laundry
ment workers file G-1 for
Mfrightful, our home-made
TIRED OF the car poo; merry go
Murray,
2,
Rt.
Cathey,
Eugene
four door hardtop, 36,000 miles.
with shower. Phone 753-7295 after
Newest models
her cream is still delightful.
Murray, Ky.
round? Buy your family a house
Paschall. Rt. 4. registration within 90.days of
Fl9C
Air conditioned, power steering William Gerald
COO p.m.
& 9.30, Qt. $.79, la Gal.
with four large bedrooms,
demomtrated
William Kind, organization; G-2 for unions'
Arthur
Murray,
and
windows
electric
and brakes,
$1.49
located at 1623 Loch Lomond
Mutiay, Dale fiscal report of annual receipts
St.,
1st
N.
404
FREE 3t your home.
seats. New tires. Phone 474FANCY IRON Bed also 1959
TRIANGLE INN
from THREE BEDROOM brick with
Drive.
block
'roe
Only.
805 Minerva. over $30,000; G-3,_'early
Spann,
Donovan
Fl
- I .0-,h and Installment Sales Robertson School,on bus route to attached garage. Built-in stove Ethel Ranger,(42.,000 actual
2257.
Parker, receipts between $2,000 and
Myrtle
Mrs.
Murray,
Fl9P
- Hill lake Trade on am
miles Call 753-4399.
RCA 21" CONSOLE color TV,
Middle School and two blocks and dishwasher,carpet in living
James $30.000, and G-4, annual receipts
Vine
500
Murray,
St.,
\lake
SALE OR TRADE grocery.
less. than $2.000.
needs new picture tube. $25.00 FOR
from new High School. Phone room and hall. Four miles out
Murray,
4,
Rt.
1,000 BALES First class Red
good business, reason for Wilson Coleman.
Call SAL SARCONE
Appropriate forms to all
buys it. Phone 753-7820 after Doing
753-6557 for further details. F19P on Lynn Grove Road.Phone 7534.
Rt.
Martin,
Allen
Stanley
Top and Jap Hay. Phone 489selling,retiring.Phone 753known unions are mailed to ,
5:00 p.m.
weekRt.
after
2765
6:00,p.m.
Paschall,
F22P
Lilburii
Murray,
/537222
March 15NC
2405.
F25N('
7663.
SMALL FARM: good location; days.
F25C
1, Hazel, Elvin Morton, Rt. 7, them shortly before the fiscal__
Service Also Offered
investment
future
business or
Murray, Madison Carr Chan- year ending date.
540 SQUARE FEET Vinyl
Krog said forms and
One mile East Murray, apSALE
OR
New Concord, Mrs. Bobbie
dler.
Cheap.
RE;NT
thick.
FOR
2-BEDROCI.M M2.WI& trailer. asbestos tile, fl"
a . e in completing them
listan
ai
-.81T-ll-I-L4V:;,
asksattelf 141,accas 4isslars. THRE BEDROOM frame'ho
WIMP
.4a,3Eerguson. Rex 211 t
F7rntshert-Tetivi• lue 1505i18.Hog wire fencing, stables, water. tri0*N7ierei at SchaniViiii'ihall
GorCerf;
Murriy
HOUSE'TRATCER;1171145',-.
End
1.44 ACRES DARK
Fired Cozy older 7 room house, modern. $12,500.00. Will consider mobil block east of Baptist Chtwch.
Rt. 2, Murray, Anthony Joseph at Room 825, 1808 West
Puryear, Tenn.; will sacrifice.
all electric, Phene 7537.
bedroom,
a
and
5
range
$3,000,00.
L_SIZES
the
in
home
ville
N
436.,
call
-1-= 2 or appointment
.1301
--tabla.X1Paie..-..1
5.54
.1111./j
Call 24/A26 .
411.
,
.4011110

University Inn Restaurant
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— Sermon ropk-Giveli
For Rev. David Roos

Roundup
RICHMOND. Ky. (AP)-About 1,000 persons attended a
memorial service Friday for three Eastern Kentucky University
coeds killed in a traffic accident earlier this week.
The victims were Violet Ellen Collins of Morganfield, Delia
Marie Covington of Georgetown, and Barbara Jean Nickell of
Xenia, Ohio. Their car skidded out of control and stuck a bridge
abutment on 1-75 in southern, Fayette County.
'Student Association President Charles Kelhoffer eulogized the
young women as "beautiful people, not only in appearance, but
hearts."
also

Fourth Ranked
Ballard Bombers

The Calloway Coun'y Lakers quarters 69-42. The win dropped
fell last night to their hosts, the Calloway's record to 8-16 for
Ilard Bombers 90-61, as the the season, while Ballard_
matches 9 losses to their 21
end of the season nears.
•
FRANKFORT, Ky. • AP i-The -Kentucky attorney
The Bombeers, ra
office said Friday the state boundary between West Virginia and
Calloway winds up. their
coaches as the region's fourth
Kentucky will remain in the middle. of the Tug Fork River,
team, notched' their 21st season tonight, as they continue
best
regardless of where a new river channel is built.
on their road trip to Heath.
win of the season. Ballard hit a
West Virgiaia had proposed that the Tug Fork River be moved
the
from
sizzling
cent
55
per
Ballard Memorial
14 *I IS 90
west into Kentucky to conform with the Appalachian Road
7 WI 49 111
itiyhik the takers bucketed Calloway Counts'
corridor in Pike County,ky.,And-Mtrigo County, W. Va.
'BXELAMIT IMEICORTAL-flat-=ffowTe•
24 of 61 tries for 40 per cent.
30. L Henderson 21. Powell 15, J
Henderson 9. Hargrove 12. Stweart,
Scoring honors for Calloway Humphrey.
Hammonds. pewees,. Har.
MT.STERLING,Ky.4 APF-A Montgomery Circuit Court judge
rIngton I. (Mantel It Hunt. Johnston
center
-James
went
to
freshman
ruled invalid part of Mt. Sterling's occupational and business tax
CALLOWAY COUN'TY (1111--Wells
Wells with 20 points. For one of 20. Wyatt 10, Duncan 2., Stockdale 10,
Friday.
Shelton 4, Howard 7, Ferguson 2,
S. Scarbrough 2. Water',
The court ruled that the portion of the ordinance establishing a the few times this year, the Thompson
Tucker II.
tax for retail businesses according to their inventories is double Lakers were outmanned on the
taxation. Judge S. E. Rice said the city already has an inventory boards 51-31.
The Bombers started out
tax levied according to the value of the stock.
strong
and never trailed. By the
The City Council must now establish a set amount of tax for
end of the first quarter, they
each type of business, City Atty. William Priest said.
were on top 14-7. At half-time
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)-Resolutions were placed before the the Lakers were still down, 46_
Kentucky House and Senate-Friday %et:would- invite- the major-- 27.
THE ASSOCIAZP
Hallard. N8Mt-pt IstirrIng
Democratic presidential candidates to visit the Bluegrass State
David LipscoMb edged out
on and led at the end of three Centre
and sPeak during the current General Assembly.
College _tPACke an 83:86
The candidates include: Sens. Edmund Muskie of Maine,Henry
basketball victory in KenM. Jackson of Washington, Hubert H. Humphrey of Minnesota,
tucky's only Friday night coland George McGovern of South Dakota. Also U.S. Rep. Shirley
lege game.
Chisholm, New York Mayor John Lindsay, and Alabama Gov.
Ivin Bailey paced LipGeorge Wallace.
scomb with 32 paints and Clyde
Bro. Dean Ross will be Whitworth added 23 for the
akin_g_ on the subject, Nashville Term. college.
"Physical-- Fitness Tor
e
James Mason and Don Peden
tian" at the-morning-- led Centre with 4...points each,
worship service on Sunday, and Mike Pharris added 14.
February 20, at 10:45 at the
Fourteen college basketball
•
SINGAPORE API-Queen Elizabeth drove 15 miles to Jurong Murray Christian Church games are scheduled for.
today for a glimpse of Singapore's sprawling industrial estate and located at 1508 Chestnut Street. tonight in Kentucky.
The morning scripture from
a tour of the Crown Cork Co., a locally incorporated British firm.
--..FIorida travels to Lexingtonr
The queen also visited the Jurong bird park, which is called the John 15:1-14. A trio from the for a Southeastern Conference
world's largest walk-in aviary, during the second day of her visit Murray Christian Fellowship game with the University of
to Singapore with Prince Philip and their daughter Princess will provide special music for Kentucky. Florida ,has lost-all
the morning service.
Anne.
seven of its games since beatBible Study for all ages will be ing UK 72-70 Jan. 15 in GainThey were entertained Friday night at a state banquet by
held at 9:45 a.m.
Singapore President Benjamin Sheares.
esville. The Wildcats lead the
At the evening service at conference.
DUBLIN,Ireland AP)-Former Beetle Paul McCartney's new seven p.m. a discussion of the
Three Ohio Valley Conference
rebel Irish tune,"Give Ireland Back to the Irish",which is banned convocations at French Lick, games are slated for tonight:
Ind., and the results of the East Tennessee plays at Murin Britain, has been released in Ireland.
The song, released Friday, protests the presence of British SPIRENO Rally will be held. ray, Eastern Kentucky is at
troops in troubled Northern Ireland and calls on McCartney's Gospel singing will be shared by
Western Kentucky, and Moreall those attending.
British countrymen to get out.
head travels to Middle TenIt will be heard on Ireland's airwaves, althocigh some rebel
nessee.
songs have been banned in Ireland.
The University of Louisville
will try to increase its 8-1 MisHOLLYWOOD (AP,-Raquel Welch has been forced to delay
•
souri Valley Conference record
the start of a movie in which she .plays a roller derby queen
when it takes on Wichita in an
front Page
because she broke her right wrist rehearsing speed skating.
afternoon game. The-Cardinals
Miss Welch broke her wrist Wednesday on a banked track set up cessfully bottled up in com- lead the 1SIVC by Pi games
on a stage at MGM for the movie -The Kansas City Bomber".
over St. Louis and Memphis
mittee in the 1970 session.
Fliming of the movie had been set to start in Port/and, Ore.,
State.
The
Sunday
sales
bill,
liquor
next month, but has been put off to April.
In other college games today,
House Bill 392, touched off the
Akron plays at Wesleyan, Calusual
skirmish
between
wet
VENTURA, Calif. AP)-A Superior Court judge has overand dry forces with the "dries" vary is at Trevecca, Campturned a jury's verdict and awarded country-western
singer
maintaining the bill would in- bellsville plays Northern KenJohnny Cash $108,055 from the Sequoia Insurance Co., court
crease
highway accidents and tucky, Kentucky State- is at
records showed Firday.
Central State, and Georgetown
deaths.
Cash had sued the company for damages he paid the governTennessee Wesleyan.
Rep. Albert Robinson, R- is at
ment after a pickup truck he was driving started a forest fire in
Also, Lambuth plays Centre,
Pittsburg,
and
Bart
Peak, Dthe Los Padres National Priest. The fire spread across 508
Oakland City faces Union,
Lexington, cited a study. showacres..
Themas More is at BellemintcThomas
ing
that
42
accidents
oceur
on
Cash's suit against the company charged that Sequoia should
and Transylvania is at Sean average Friday, 30 on Saturhave provided his defense in the suit that stemmed from the July
wanee .
day and only six on a Sunday
27, 1965, fire.
where liquor is not sold.
Cash lost the earlier suit and was ordered to pay the governBut Rep. Arthur Schmidt, Rment $72,000 because of negligence in operating the truck and
Cold Spring, pointed to another
failing to contain the fire and notify authorities.
study which reported that laws
which restrict the availability
LAS VEGAS, Nev. • AP)-Entertainer Dean Martin, who has
of alcoholic drinks were irrelebeen deuling with the Riviera Hotel over how many shows he has
vent to alcohol-related probto do nightly, is giving up his 10 per cent ownership in the hotel.
Members of Laborer's Interlems.
Riviera President Edward Torres said the hotel has concluded
In other action, the House national Union Local 1214 voted
negotiations to "retire" Martin's stock holdings. The stock will
passed and sent to the governor Fnday night to accept a new
revert to other hotel owners, Torres said.
Senate Bill 120, which raised contract with the Associated
The hotel said Martin would remain as "an entertainment
the wage base for unemploy- General Contractors of West
consultant" reportedly under a contract.
ment compensation from 83,000 Kentucky.
Martin and the hotel continue to be at odds over Martin's
James McCloud, business
to $4,200. The bill, passed 93-0,
demand th 3t he do only one show a night,sources say.
also made other changes in the agent of Local 1214, announced
state law to have it conform the contract acceptance following a meeting of the memberwith federal law.
ship at 800 S. 5th St.
Measures passed and sent to
STATE GOVERNMENT,
McCloud said under terms of
the Senate:
WEEK OF ACTIVITY
the new pact the laborers will
IN iniEF
-HB294, the adminigtkation receive a 50 cent per
hour inplan to set up anew state'de- crease in pay retroactive to Nov.
partment
of
environmental
proBy Jim Warren
15 of last year.
REVENUE-State Revenue Commissioner John M. Ross says tection and abolish the present
The previous contract expired
a 13 per cent increase in General Furid.receipts during.the first air and water pollution com- last May 31, McCloud said, but
seven months of fiscal 1971 justifies Gov. Wendell H. Ford's up- mission and the Vale reclama- work had continued throughout
tion commission. The new the area under terms of the
ward revision of revenue estimates. Ross said estimates will be
agency would handle those old pact.
exceeded if current trends continue.
Local 1214 has approximately
Functions as well as regulate
tic tanks and noise. It was 900 members and encompasses
INVESTIGATION-State Child Welfare Commissioner Evans
the ten western-most counties
passed 95-0.
Tracy says he will appoint a citizen's committee to investigate
-HB313, expanding the state of Kentucky.
practices at his department's institutions for delinquest youth.
Public Service Commission
The action is an outgrowth of the recent death of a 17-year -old
from three to five members,
resident at one of its institutions.
4--.
passed 76-13.
Rep. Billy Paxton, 1)-Central
TAX-Revenue officials advised a joint legislative committed
on appropriations and revenue that a severance tax on coal must City, said the bill was necesbe uniform no matter how the coal is mined. Industry sary because of the increased
LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP
representatives have complained that a flat tax rate would
workload of the commission Three deer were killed at the
with the number of utilities Louisville Zoo Friday, the first
discriminate against deep mining because of its higher expenses.
being regulated increasing such incident of vandalism in
Revenue officials said subclassification of the tax would raise
from 141 in 1934 to 314 now.
questions concerning its constitutionality."
the history of the zoo.
But House Minority,Leader
Zoo Director Ivo Poglayeti
Harold DeMarcus, Raanford,, said efforts would be made to
SEEDLINGS-The state Division of Forestry announced it will
place seven million tree seedlings, both pine and hardwood, on said a present commission prevent a recurrence of the in- sale late in February for reforestation of idle acres in Kentucky. member told him there was not cident.
Officials say about one million idle and eroding acres should be enough work for even three
Arrows Were used to slay the
planted to trees.
members. DeMarcus added animals, Poglayen said.
that a PSC post was "one of.
A large buck was decapiPARKS-State Parks Commissioner Ewart Johnson says his the best plums a governor can tated, apparetly a trophy for
department's future emphasis will be on family recreation and hand out to his supporters."
the vanags'.
camping facilities. Johnson earlier announced an end to the
--H8327, increasing the ,state
"The thing that scares
condpsiction of,jarg_e_ resort-style parks.
and county retirement benefits said one zoo official. -"is how
62-3 per cenf and state Police really vulnerable we are with
"BUDGET-1n an effort to illustrate the legislative process to retiremfeit by 71
/
2 per tent, all the valuable animals we
the average cabala, Kenbacky Educationa! Television is video passed 95-0.
have."
-taping all-hearingiCetimmittee action and other legislative ac-RR 20, raising the feed Al- - The zoo normally has two
tivity surrounding Governor Ford's proposed 1972-74 state lowance for prisoners•in county" guards on duty and is ,,urbudget. The tape will be edited ihto two programs, one for jails from $3 to 23.20 a day, rounded 'by a chain link fence
Students-and7tinother
C.
- 111111:111 strands u2

Centre Falls To
David Lipscomb

Bro. Dean Ross
Lists Sunday Topic

People In-TtietWws

Daylight,.

Labor, AGC
Agree On
New COntract

NEWS SUMMARY

Vandals Kill Deer
In Louisville Zoo

The subject, "Jesue-The
Stranger", has been chosen by
Rev David Roos for his sermon at the 10:50 a.m,service at
the First Christian Church,
North 5th Street, on Sunday,
February 20.
Rev. Roos will read his
scripture from Mark 8:34-38,
and the Chanel Choir will sing
the anthem, "I Walked Today
Where Iona Walked: al, the
morning worship.
Dr. William- F. Smith, Jr., is
the worship leader and Rupert
Parks and John Pasco, Sr., will
be the elders. Candle lighters
will lx-`jearr• tate and Terrr
McCord.
-Serving-as deacons will be
Glenn Card,
Boone, Jr.,
Eimer Collins, A.B. Crass, M.C.
Ellis, Johnny Quertermous,
Johnny Reagan, and Auburn
Wells. Greeters will be Mr. and
Mrs. B.D. Hall and Mr. and
Mrs. Lenvel Yates. __ •
Sunday School classes for all
ages will be held at 9:45 a.m. A
colored movie on "Midway
entoe-ezeliete",-fee-iiii-elessee7
fifth grade and above, will be
shown at ten
The Chi Rho's and CYF'ers
will meet in the church
basement at five p.m. to see the
movie, "Abandon Ship".
The first session of the
Family Outreach Encounters
will be held-at six p.m. with
Herman A. Norton of Nashville,
Tenn., as speaker this Sundayevening.

O.B.

Mrs. Thompson
Passes Away
On Thursday
Mrs. Ida Thompson, 74,
Benton Route Five, died at 6:40
p.m. Thursday at Western
Baptist Hospital in Paducah.
She was a member of Hamlet
Baptist Church where funeral
services will be held Sunday at
two p.m. with Revs. Paul
Copeland, Charles Simmons,
Roy Brown and Arthur
DeHalacourt officiating. Burial
will be in Hamlet Cemetery
with grandsons serving as
piGbearers.
Mrs.Thompson is survived by
six daughters, Mrs. Vera
Higgins and Mrs. Myrtie Kelley
both of Benton, Mrs. Eura Mae
Turner of Benton- Rt. 9, Mrs.
Velincia Miller of Benton Rt. 4,
and Mrs. Earline Gregory and
Mrs. Nola Massey, both of
Detroit, Mich.; three sons, John
Thompson of Detroit, Robert
Thompson of Benton and
_Charles Thompson of Dexter;a.
sister, Mrs. Alice Greer of
Benton; a brother, Enwnitt
Henson of Benton; n grandchildren,
17
greatgrandchildren, and several
nieces and nephews.
Friends may call at the
Filbeck-Cann Funeral Home,
Denton.

Bra Pullias...
(Continued from Page 1)
from 193446. He continues to
preach by appointment and in
meetings. He served as
chairman of the planning
cornrRittee for the Collins-Craig
auditorium meeting, first event
in Nashville's new $5,000,000
Municipal auditorium in 1962
with a total attendance of 90,467
for eight evenings.
Bro. Pullias has been an,
attorney since 1903 when admitted to the Tennessee State
Bar by a special decree of the
Chancery Court necessary
because he was under the legal
age. He received his B.A.,
',LB., and LL.D., from Cumberland University, Lebanon,
Tenn., his B.D., from Vanderbilt -.University, his J.D.
from Cumberland School of
Law, Sanford University,
Birmingham, Ala., and has
attended David Lipscomb
College. He is married to the
former Mary Frances Newby of
Lebanon, Tenn., and they have
one son, Athens Clay, Jr.
The six p.m. speaker on
Sunday will be Don Maley who
served as assistant and worked
with the young people of the
church last summer. Maley is a
student at Murray State
University and will speak on the
subject, "Watching With
Christ". Jerry Humphreys will
read the scripture from Matthew 26:36-46. Prayers will be
led by Jim Gough and Lenice
Fisk.
Bro. Pullias and - Bra. Kiley
will be speakinit in the abeenee
of the church minister, Bro. Roy
Beasley, tvho is on a tour of The
f

••
So

In Defeat Of Pistons
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Forget about Jim McDaniels
and Jim Chones and all the other high-priced pro basketball
rookies. The Chicago Bulls are
perfectly happy today with
their own first year man-Kennedy McIntosh.
McIntosh made his first start
ever in the National Basketball
Association Friday night and
responded with 23 points, all of
them in the second half, lead_ ing the Bulls to a 122-97 victory
over the Detroit Pistons.
In other NBA action Friday
night, Houston clowned Buffalo
108-96, Cleveland whacked Cincinnati 133-108, Baltimore rapped Atlanta 106-81, Philadelphia
defeated Milwaukee 132-126,
Phoenix topped Boson 126-115,
Los Angeles defeated Portland
125-114 and Seattle slipped past
Golden State 110-108.
McIntosh was pressed into
_servite by the Bulls because
Bob Love is sidelined with the
.fln, He was scoreless in hie
first half when the teams left
the floor deadlocked at 48-all.
But he exploded for 14 points in
the third quarter and with Jerry Sloan also hitting, Chicago
took control.
Sloan fianibed with 32 points
and Chet Walker added 22 for
the Bulls. Bob Lanier's 26 and
22 by Dave Bing were Detroit's
best.
Cleveland snapped a 10-game

'Spiritual Reality'
Is Sermon Topic
"Spiritual Reality" will be the
subject of the sermon by Rev.
Jerrell White, pastor of the
Memorial Baptist Church, at
the 10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday, February 20.
_Spada' music will be by the
choir. The Children's Sermon
will follow the worship with
Tithes and offerings.
Sunday School will be held at
9:40 a.m. with the lesson being
on "A Loyalty Test" with
scripture from Luke 19. Hayden
Rickman-4S
A special follow up Bible
study will be held Sunday at six
p.m.for those who made special
commitments during the
SPIRENO Crusade. All interested persons are,. invited toattend. A baptismal service will
be conducted on Sunday,
February 27, at seven p.m.
The regular evening worship
will be held at seven p.m. on
Sunday, February 29, following
the special Bible study.

Nixon . ..

In

r-r

Portland rally en route to
losing streak with Austin Carr ter
victory. Los Angeles held a 25leading
a
Roberson
and Rick
point bulge at the start of the
record point spree against Cinfinal period but the Trail Blazcinnati.
narrowed it to 119-112 be-,
Carr poured in 36 points and ers
Jim McMillian and Jerry!
fore
Roberson had 24-both NBA
surge.
single game career marks for _West sparked a
Wilkens',
Lenny
Player-coach
a
them-and the Cavaliers set
Sonics'
the
him
made
30_points
dub itvu,d with their 133
alhtirne scorer and powered
points.
second place in the
Nate Archibald had 29 for the Seattle to
Division.
Royals, who lost their eighth NBA's Pacific
eclipses the 5,total
Wilkins'
straight.
646-point mark registered by
• Houston ran off..12 straight Bob Rule. Nate _Thurmond.
points late in the second period topped the Warriors with 25
and went on to hand Buffalo its points and Cazzie Russell
_
24th home court loss in 32 chipped in 24.
games this season. Elvin Hayes
led the Rockets with 27 points
and 17 rebounds while Stu
Lantz added 25. Bob Kauffman's 19 points led the Braves.
Archie Clark poured in 25
points and picked up 12 assists
GREENSBORO,N.C.(AP)
as Baltimore coasted past AtRestraining orders have been:
lanta. Love added 24 points for
issued in state courts in
the- SulletR, who . opened..
GreenshOro and Seattle,.
three-game lead in the NBA's
'in the case of the Carolina
Central Division.
gars and their departed rook'
Fred Carter poured in 41 star, Jim McDaniels.
points including four free
The American Basketball
throws in the last half minute, sociation team went into Guil moving Philadelphia past Mil- ford County Superior Court
waukee despite 53 points by the Greensboro Friday and obta'
Bucks' Kareem Abdul-Jabbar.
ed an order making the 74
Carter and Billy Cunning- starroolcie table.le* contem
ham, who finished with 29
COUrt_eitation if he plays for
points, sparked a fourth quarSeattle-SuperSortirs -or any
ter rally for the 76ers after 17 other club but the Cougars.
points in the third period by
In Seattle, an order was
Abdul-Jabbar had moved Mil- handed down in King County
waukee in front.
Superior Court temporarily reDick Van Arsdale fired 32 straining the Cougars from inpoints and Paul Silas added 29 terfering in the
contract
as Phoenix beat Boston for the McDaniels has signed with the
eighth consecutive victory for SuperSonics of the National
the Suns.
Basketball Association.
The Suns clinched the game
Judge Frank Roberts Jr., in
with a 22-5 string late in the Seattle, set a hearing on the
third period after John Havli- merits of the case for Feb. 28,
cek had tied the game at 101 the same day Judge James
with 8k1 minutes remaining. Exum set for McDaniels to apHavlicek's 27 points was high pear before him in Greensboro. •
for the Celtics.
McDaniels left the Cougars:- The Lakers' Gail Goodrich last week and turned up in:
topped all scorers with 34 Seattle, where the SuperSonicsi
points as Los Angeles survived announced he had signed a con34 turnovers and a fourth-quar- tract with them.

Call
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(Continued from Page 1)
well as in Hangchow later. But
Ziegler brushed aside these reports with a shrug of his shoulders.
There still was no word
whether Mao would greet Nixon
at the airport in Peking "We do
not know the arrival plans,"
Ziegler said.
The President and Mrs. Nixon were up early Friday after
their 4,950-mile flight Thursday
from Washington to Kaneohe
Bay Marine Corps Air Station
on the windward side of Oahu
Island.
They were catching up on
sleep and trying to adjust after
their 10-hour flight through five
time zones. Both Nixon and
Mrs. Nixon continled to read
and prepare for their China visit.

Jimmy Eldridge
Dies Friday At
Chicago, Ill.
Word has been received of the
death of Jimmy Dale Eldridge,
age 18, who died Friday at 5:30
p.m. at Chicago, Ill.
The young man is survived by
is mother, Mrs. Maurine
George of Chicago, Ill.; five
sisters, Mrs. Betty Yeairy of
Lombard, Ill, Mrs. Linda
Palmer of Wellstonr.Ohio, Mrs.
Hazel Mills, Mrs. Judy Siepl,
and Miss Rita Eldridge, all of
Chicago, Ill.; three' brothers,
Glen Eldridge of Murray,
Thomas Junior Eldridge of,
-Woodbridge. Va., and Billy Joe
Eldridge of Chicago, Ill.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but the body will be
returned to the Max Churchill
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• Customized Tuning
• Solid-State Super Video
Range Turier
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* SPECIAL *
Several 19" Black & White

TV's
While Supply
Lasts
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If We Sell It . . . We'll Service It!
Over 19 Years of Service Experience

TUCKER TV
ALES I& SERVICE
Authorized Zenith Dealer with
.Factory Supervised,. Service

Coldwater Road at4Points
Phone 753-2900
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